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1. SUMMARY 

The present document treats the preliminary mechanical design of the FC-Set based on the 

specifications of the document FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1) and the thoughts made in 

Mechanical Alternatives FC-Set (R 2). 

The document contains calculations for the dimensioning of the most important components 

demonstrating the feasibility of the corresponding design. It should be understood as a guideline 

for the final design but not as a predetermination of all design details. For the final design is 

expected to confirm the configuration, introduce the changes considered appropriate, justify the 

suitability of the components and revise the calculations. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The FC-Set comprises instrument rotator, cable rotator and A&G-Mechnics all in one. Its func-

tion is to rotate a science instrument with a weight of up to one tonne over a rotation angle of 

570º. Thereby it supplies the instrument over the cable rotator with all the required services such 

as power and control, cooling water, helium or clean air. The A&G-Mechnics are directly inte-

grated in the rotator structure and has only one probe arm unlike the systems of the Nasmyth 

foci which are separate units with two probe arms each one. 

The instrument rotator operates moving in a continuous way during the observation compensat-

ing the rotation of the image due to the rotation of the earth. By contrast, the A&G-System 

works in a mainly stationary way positioning a mirror in the field and standing still during the 

observation. Only in a few cases it will move their axes in a continuous way. Images on the 

following pages will show the general arrangement of the instrument rotator and the A&G-

System, the field of view and the focal plane. 

The free field of view for the science instrument is 5’ in diameter and the patrol area for the 

pick-off mirror of the A&G-System is 11’ in diameter. The field of view for the A&G-Optics 

has a size of 20x20’’. On the focal plane one millimetre corresponds to 1,21’’. 

It is foreseen to equip the focal stations E and F, focal stations D and G shall stay free. These 

stations are located on the backside of the tube moving with it. The integration of the FC-Set 

implicates profound modifications on the telescope tube structure like the amplification of the 

elevation ring platform, the allocation of supports for the cabinets, both for the FC-Set and the 

science instrument, and finally the counterweighting. These modifications will be realised by 

GRANTECAN, S.A. according to the final design. 

Image 1 represents a general view of the telescope without the FC-Set and Image 2 a closer 

view (simplified) with the FC-Set mounted on focal station E, inclusive amplification of the 

platform and installed cabinets. Image 3 shows are horizontal section view of focal stations D 

and E, last one with focal plane and fields of view. More detailed views can be found at the 

beginning of chapter 3. 

Image 4 to Image 7 show the location of the FC-Set in the GTC-Product-Tree. 
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Image 1  General view of the telescope. Tube turns to the left elevating the Folded 

Cassegrain Stations D to G. 
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Image 2  FC-Set integrated in the telescope tube structure (simplified illustration). 
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Image 3  View of a horizontal section through the elevation ring. Focal plane and fields of view are 

shown for focal stations D and E (partial view of interface drawing D 1). 
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Image 4  GTC-Subsystems composing the Folded Cassegrain Focal Stations E and F (in gray). 
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Image 5  GTC-Subsystems composing the Instrument Rotator (shown for FC-Set E). 
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Image 6  GTC-Subsystems composing the AG Mechanics (shown for FC-Set E). 
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Image 7  Section of the GTC-Product-Tree referring to the support elements of the FC-Sets. 
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3. MECHANICS 

The mechanics of the FC-Set can be divided in three main groups: instrument rotator, cable 

rotator and A&G-Mechnics. 

The instrument rotator consists in a static and a rotating part, bearing, motor, encoder, brakes 

and limit mechanisms. The rotating part of the rotator also carries the turn table for A&G-

System and its mechanisms, apart from the science instrument. 

The cable rotator is the connecting link between the static part, i.e. the telescope tube structure, 

and the rotating part of the instrument rotator. To the supplies belong among other things power 

and signal cables, cooling water, helium and air. The cable rotator counts with an own drive 

system guaranteeing a correct functioning in any position of the tube. 

The turn table of the A&G-System and its mechanisms are completely integrated in the inner 

rotating structure of the FC-Set. It moves the axis of the probe arm around the field permitting 

together with proper probe arm movements to position the probe mirror of the A&G-System in 

every position of the field independently of the position of the rotator axis. 

The turn table carries the turn table tower on which the box for the A&G-Optics is mounted. On 

the opposite, on the turn table cable chain guide, the boxes for the CCD Controllers are in-

stalled. 

The following images depict general views of the mechanics of the FC-Set. The different me-

chanical components will be described in detail in the next subchapters. All the parts can also be 

viewed in the dimensional model (A 1). 
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Image 8  FC-Set with cable chain guide. 
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Image 9  Front view of the instrument rotator. 
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Image 10  Back view of the instrument rotator. 
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Image 11  Back view of the instrument rotator. 
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Image 12  Front, left and top view of the instrument rotator. 
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Image 13  Partial view of a horizontal section through the elevation ring of the telescope tube. 
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Image 14  View of a horizontal section through the instrument rotator. 
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3.1 Instrument Rotator 

 

3.1.1 Case 

The static part of the rotator is principally formed by the case which is attached directly to the 

foreseen flange on the elevation ring of the telescope tube. The case serves as support for the 

bearing, the motor windings, the encoder reading heads, the brakes and the limit mechanisms of 

the rotator axis. The fixing is taking on by screws from the inner side of the elevation ring. 

On the bottom of the inside of the case the rotator bearing is placed. It is fixed with screws from 

the backside of the case in which 6 of them also hold the supports of the rotator brake. 

The motor windings are held with the motor fixing ring from the front side of the case and cen-

tred in the inner cylindrical surface with a tolerance of H8/f9. On the front side there are 2 posi-

tioning holes for a correct placing of the motor fixing ring. The cooling water inlet and outlet for 

the motor are arranged in tangential direction on the right side of the case (seen from the front) 

letting space for the limit toggles
1
. Close to them a through hole of 20mm is machined for the 

motor power cable. The hole is arranged in a more tangential than radial direction making easier 

the guiding of the cable. 

Two small platforms integrated on the inner surface of the smaller cylinder of the case form the 

encoder reading head supports. The platforms are located in opposite positions on the right and 

on the left side of the case. The mounting surfaces for the reading heads are machined and have 

M4 threads for screwing on directly the mounting brackets from HEIDENHAINs ERA 780 C 

series. Right under the left platform there is a through hole with a diameter of 30mm for passing 

the encoder signal cable together with the connector. The inner ribs of the case have threads to 

screw on the encoder protection panel. 

On the outside of the bigger cylinder of the case the toggle actuators of the rotator limits are 

welded. The same cylinder carries two noses on the right and on the left side on which the ad-

justment screws take hold of during the integration of the rotator on the telescope structure. On 

the right side close to the motor cooling in- and outlet a small platform is welded on for holding 

the absolute switch which indicates in which round the rotator is. 

 

                                                      
1
 For more information on the motor cooling consult the Torque Motor Handbook from ETEL and 

TMB0990-050 motor data sheet. 
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Image 15  General view of the case and directly connected components. 

 

 

3.1.2 Inner Rotating Structure 

The inner rotating structure forms the connection between the outer rotating structure and the 

rotator bearing serving in addition as support for a series of components. 

On the opposite face of the bearing attachment flange there is located the attachment flange for 

the motor magnets ring and the outer rotating structure. This flange has two holes for centring 

the outer rotating structure. Its outer cylindrical surface centres the magnets ring of the rotator 

motor. 

On the inner side the structure carries the turn table bearing including the supports of the turn 

table gear heads (Bayside Stealth RS60) and motors (Danaher Motion DBL2H0080) which are 

arranged in opposite positions. The gear head supports are placed in that way that its ribs substi-

tute two of the stiffeners of the attachment flange of the turn table bearing. Four access holes are 

foreseen to reach the turn table bearing screws covered by the gear head supports. Because of 

the reduced space the attachment flange of the turn table has two half-round gabs making room 

for the pinions of the turn table drives. 

One of the two gear head supports carry a bended metal sheet on that the limit switches of the 

turn table are fixed. Both are on the same radius and are operated by two actuators fixed on the 

lower face of the cable chain guide of the turn table. The switches chosen here are Osiswitch 

XCM D2102L1 from Telemecanique. 

On intermediate angular positions between the gear head supports there are placed the two sup-

ports for the encoder reading heads of the turn table axis. Like in case of the gear head supports 

the ribs of the supports form at the same time stiffeners for the attachment flange of the turn 
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table bearing. Another series of stiffeners serve also as supports for the turn table encoder pro-

tection. 

Both, the gear head supports as well as the encoder reading head supports are welded on the 

inner rotating structure. The interface surfaces should be machined after stabilizing the piece. 

In the cylindrical part of the structure between the outer stiffeners four windows are foreseen for 

passing the cables of the optical bench. The windows are machined in a radial-axial direction 

favouring the laying of the cables. A cable guide in form of a thin metal sheet is attached from 

the outside of the structure to prevent interference with the rotator motor. 

Close to the attachment flange for the rotator bearing there is attached the static part of the turn 

table cable wrap guide and on the opposite the mechanical end stop for the turn table. 
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Image 16  Inner Rotating Structure front view with mounted components. 
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Image 17  Front view of naked Inner Rotating Structure. 
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Image 18  Inner Rotating Structure back view with mounted components. 
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Image 19  Back view of naked Inner Rotating Structure. 

 

 

3.1.3 Outer Rotating Structure 

The outer rotating structure is directly mounted to the inner rotating structure carrying the in-

strument attachment flange and the cable chain slot with the brake disc on the backside. The 

structure is principally a cone going from the inner rotating structure to the instrument attach-

ment flange with stiffeners on the inside and on the other side between the cone and the cable 

chain slot. Between these stiffeners the permanent counterweights are installed which compen-

sate above all the fixing mechanisms and the ramp of the cable chains and the toggle mecha-

nisms of the limits. On the front between the stiffener ribs there are bolts for fixing fine-tuning 

counterweights. Right next to the toggle mechanism two through holes let pass the cables and 

conducts coming from the general cable wrap to the mechanisms of the turn table and the A&G 

optics. 

The dimensions and tolerances for the instrument attachment flange are defined in drawing 

Folded Cassegrain Rotator – Instrument Flange (D 2). 
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Image 20  Outer rotating structure with instrument attachment flange and cable chain slot. 
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Image 21  Outer rotating structure, detailed view. 
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3.1.4 Bearing 

The rotator bearing is a single-row crossed roller bearing carrying the slot for the encoder tape 

on the inside of the rotating ring. It is a custom model because of the section which is adapted 

on the available space. The preload of the bearing avoids backlash but is kept low to reduce 

deviation errors of the incoming light beam (chapter 5.2 goes into details). 

The bearing is placed on the bottom inside the case and fixed with screws from the backside of 

the case; six of the screws are holding at the same time the brake supports of the rotator brakes. 

On the inner ring of the bearing the rotating part of the rotator is screwed on. 

 

Rotator Case Interface

Inner Rotating Structure Interface

Rotator Encoder Tape Slot
Rotator Case Interface

Inner Rotating Structure Interface

Rotator Encoder Tape Slot

 

 

Image 22  Section view of the rotator bearing. 

 

 

Friction Moment 

The following friction calculation is a preliminary estimation. The final friction will depend, 

among other things, on the load case and the preload (equations from Rothe Erde catalogue). 

 

 gdmdmM
instrinstrrotrotk

···   

 

kgm
rot

690
2
 

kgm
instr

1000  

md
rot

138,0  

                                                      
2
 Data from annex A 9. 
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rot
m  Mass of the rotating part of the rotator 

instr
m  Instrument mass 

rot
d  Distance between rotator bearing and 

cog of rotating part of the rotator 

instr
d  Distance between rotator bearing and 

cog of instrument 

g  Gravitational acceleration 

r
M  Friction Moment 

k
M  Bending Moment 

a
F  Axial Load 

r
F  Radial Load 

L
D  Nominal bearing diameter 

  Friction coefficient (indicated by Rothe 

Erde with 0,004 for the RD 800 series) 

md
instr

96,0  

 

 
LrLakr

DFDFMM ··05,2··1,4
2




 

 

NmM
k

7,10351  

NF
a

0  

NF
r

9,16578  

mD
L

922,0  

 

 

 

NmM
r

148  

 

 

This moment can be higher depending of the pre-load for which reason a friction moment of 

250Nm is assumed for the motor torque estimation in chapter 3.1.5. 

 

 

Main characteristics of the rotator bearing: 

Outer Diameter 1024mm 

Inner Diameter 820mm 

Nominal Diameter 922mm 

Height 81mm 

Friction Moment 250Nm 

Mass ~145kg 

 

 

More information: 

- Rothe_Erde_GWL_D.pdf (A 12) 

- www.rotheerde.com 

http://www.rotheerde.com/
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3.1.5 Drive 

The motor of the rotator axis is a direct drive torque motor. This type of motor has a very high 

torque with a low number of revolutions and a compact construction with a small section and a 

large diameter. The mechanical interfaces are simple and the load is driven directly what makes 

unnecessary gears and pinions. 

The windings are mounted inside the cylindrical part of the case and carry on its backside slots 

for water cooling. A thin ring mounted on the front side of the case keeps the windings in axial 

position and transmits the counter moment. 

The permanent magnets of the motor are fixed directly to the rotating structure by the magnets 

fixing ring in which the rotator bearing defines the rotation axis. The magnets fixing ring is 

basically a metal disc of 8mm thickness which is holding the magnets ring. The connection to 

the rotating structure is reached by mounting it between the inner and the outer rotating struc-

ture. The pretension force of the screws is high enough to transmit the motor torque. The cen-

tring takes on the inner rotating structure (see Image 24). 

For a safer dismantle of the rotating structure there are also six M6 screws which hold the mag-

nets fixing ring to the inner rotating structure. These screws are not able to transmit the motor 

torque but replacing the screws from the outer rotating structure it will be possible to realise 

motor tests without the outer rotating structure. 

In addition the magnets fixing ring has two centring holes for a correct placement. 

 

 

Image 23  Construction of a torque motor (from Torque Motor Information Sheet from ETEL). 
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Image 24  Environment of the rotator motor in section view. 

 

 

Torque estimation 

Moments of inertia Rotator not considered 

 Instrument not considered 

Moments by not balanced masses Instrument 150Nm 

 Rotator 100Nm 

 A&G 30Nm 

 Rotator Cable Chain 350Nm
3
 

Cable Chain Friction  50Nm 

Bearing Friction  250Nm 

Total  930Nm 

 

The moments of inertia of the rotating part of the rotator and the instrument are not considered 

due to the low maximum acceleration of 1º/s
2
. The value for the moment produced by not bal-

anced masses of the instrument is taken out of the drawing Folded Cassegrain Rotator – In-

                                                      
3
 The maximum moment induced by the cable chains is 469Nm which can be counterweighted partially. 

The residual moment is amply estimated in 350Nm. 
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strument Interface (D 2). The values for moments produced by not balanced masses by the rota-

tor and the A&G system are estimated. In case of the A&G system the moments were caused by 

the different positions of the cable chain and the probe arm. The moments coming from the 

cable chain are estimated based on its dimension and mass properties (chapter 3.3.5). For more 

information about the friction of the rotator bearing see chapter 3.1.4. 

 

 

Rotator Motor Main Characteristics: 

Model ETEL TMB0990 -050 

Continuous Torque 1760Nm 

Continuous Torque (Water cooled) 3530Nm 

Peak Torque 6650Nm 

Stator Mass 111kg 

Rotor Mass 25,1kg 

Safety Factor   (Cont./Estim. Torque) 3,76 

 

 

More information: 

- TMB0990-050-XXX-data-v4-1.pdf (A 13) 

- TM-handbook-c.pdf (A 14) 

- www.etel.ch  

 

 

3.1.6 Encoder 

The foreseen encoder system for the rotator axis is the ERA 780 C model from Heidenhain. 

This type is an incremental encoder with absolute reference marks, reading heads based on pho-

toelectric scanning and a steel scale tape. The reading heads are mounted on machined supports 

welded to the rotator case and the scale tape lies in a slot machined into the rotating part of the 

rotator bearing. In this way the encoder axis is as close as possible to the elements that define 

the rotator axis, the bearing rollers, keeping minimum the errors induced in the encoder by fab-

rication tolerances. 

Since the encoder system is delicate to dust, scratches and shocks, it is protected by a shield 

made out of 2mm thick steel plates which is screwed to the inner stiffener ribs of the rotator 

case. The protection for the reading heads is separated from the rest to access them easily for 

adjustment. 

 

http://www.etel.ch/
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Encoder Protection Panel

Encoder Reading Head

Rotator Case
Rotator Bearing

Encoder Protection Panel

Encoder Reading Head

Rotator Case
Rotator Bearing

 

 

Image 25  Rotator encoder with protection panel (view without rotating part). 

 

 

Encoder Tape

Case Stiffener Ribs

Encoder Tape

Case Stiffener Ribs

 

 

Image 26  Rotator encoder without protection panel (view without rotating part). 
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Accuracy 

The rotation accuracy of the selected system is indicated by the manufacturer with ±3’’ staying 

under the 6,5’’rms required in FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1). However, an eccentricity 

of the graduation to the bearing can cause measurement error which can be calculated as fol-

lows: 

 

3600·
180
·



R

e
  

 

mme 024,0   (value from comparable bearing) 

mmR 410  

 

21   

 

This error can be compensated in the main part by the second scanning head mounted on the 

opposite keeping the final error low. Possible lateral deviation of the scanning heads also can be 

compensated with one pair of opposite scanning heads. Errors of higher order like an elliptical 

form of the tape slot can be compensated mounting more pairs of scanning heads in intermedi-

ate positions. 

A more exactly study of the encoder manufacturer will determine the final configuration neces-

sary to fulfil the requirement of accuracy. The speed-feedback for the control system also can 

bring the necessity to install more reading heads. 

 

Main characteristics of the rotator encoder: 

Nº scanning heads 2 

Tape length 2577,6mm 

Signal period 40μm 

Nº signals 64440 

Tape slot ground diameter 820,6mm 

Accuracy ±3’’ 

 

 

More information: 

- Angle_Encoder_without_Integral_Bearing.pdf (A 15) 

- www.heidenhain.com 

  measuring error in seconds of arc 

e  eccentricity of the radial grating to the 

bearing in mm 

R  scale tape mount radius in mm 

http://www.heidenhain.com/
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3.1.7 Brakes 

The rotator axis counts with 4 brakes which are mounted on two individual supports fixed on 

the backside of the case. The brake callipers are easily reached from both sides of the rotator for 

pad exchange. The brake calliper is spring applied and pneumatically released. The selected 

model is DH 10 FPM from Ringspann. 

The brake disc has a thickness of 12,5mm and is screwed onto the backside of the cable chain 

slot. The construction makes it necessary to dismount the callipers if the outer rotating structure 

has to be removed for rotator motor repair or other works. 

Each brake calliper gives a tangential force of 300N at a radius of 0,6m what results in a total 

brake torque for the rotator axis of 720Nm. 

 

Brake Support

Cable Chain Slot

Brake Callipers

Brake Disc

Rotator Case

Brake Support

Cable Chain Slot

Brake Callipers

Brake Disc

Rotator Case

 

 

Image 27  Rotator brake support with brake callipers (view shows the right side of the rotator back). 

 

 

 

Image 28  Brake calliper DH 10 FPM from Ringspann. 
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Stop Time and Stop Angle 

The time to stop the axis is principally determined by the moments induced by unbalanced 

masses, the moments of inertia of the rotator, the mounted instrument and the angle velocity and 

the friction of the rotator bearing. 

 

dubmbfb
MMMM   

 

NmM
b

720  

NmM
bf

148  

NmM
ubm

630  

 

 ·
instrrotd

IIM   

2157kgmI
rot
  

2200kgmI
instr

  

 

 

instrrot

ubmbfb

II

MMM




  

2/º2,38 s  

 

st 13,0  and º33,0  for s/º5  

st 39,0  and º95,2  for s/º15  

 

 

More information: 

- Ringspann_dh10fpm.pdf (A 16) 

- www.ringspann.de 

b
M  Breaking Moment 

bf
M  Bearing friction moment (here the 

lower value is taken to be on the safe 

side) 

ubm
M  Moment due to unbalanced masses 

(see chapter 3.1.5) 

rot
I  Rotator Moment of Inertia 

instr
I  Instrument Moment of Inertia 

  Brake deceleration 

t  Stop time 

  Stop Angle 

  Rotator Angle Velocity 

http://www.ringspann.de/
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3.1.8 Limits 

The end stop system consists of two limit switches, one absolute switch and two toggle mecha-

nisms with hydraulic dampers. The rotation angles between the different limit steps are shown 

in Image 29. The total angle between software limits will be 570º, the electric switches, dampers 

and safety margins will occupy ±15º. 

 

Electronic Limit Limit Switch Damper extended Damper compressed Safety Margin of Cable Chain
2º 3º 3º 7º

Electronic Limit Limit Switch Damper extended Damper compressed Safety Margin of Cable Chain
2º 3º 3º 7º

 

 

Image 29  Rotation angles between limit steps. 

 

 

Limit Switches 

The two limit switches are placed on the upper end of the cable wrap rail guide table on sup-

ports with different height that can be moved for individual adjustment of each switch. The 

switch actuators are mounted on the backside of the cable guide drum base and are long enough 

to maintain the switches actuated until the mechanical end stop is reached. The switch model is 

XCMD2117L1 from Telemecanique with roller lever. 

 

Limit Switches

Rail Guide Table

Cable Wrap Guide Drum

Switch Actuators

Limit Switches

Rail Guide Table

Cable Wrap Guide Drum

Switch Actuators

 

 

Image 30  Limit switches for the rotator axis mounted on the rail guide table of the 

cable rotator (view from lateral back). 
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Absolute Switch 

The absolute switch is situated on the outside of the rotator case and the actuator on the inside of 

the outer rotating structure (see Image 31 and Image 34). The actuator can be adjusted in axial 

position guaranteeing a correct functioning of the switch. The absolute switch is necessary to 

notify to the control system in which round the rotator is since the total rotation angle is bigger 

than 360º. The switch model is XCMD2117L1 from Telemecanique with a double roller lever 

and two switch positions. 

 

Rotator Case

Absolute Switch

Rotator Case

Absolute Switch

 

 

Image 31  Absolute switch mounted on the rotator case. 

 

 

Image 32  Switch sequence turning counter clock wise, seen in radial direction from outside. The switch 

is located about 10º counter clock wise from the switch actuator if the rotator is in 0-position. 
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Toggle Mechanism 

The toggle mechanism is located inside the outer rotating structure under the cable wrap ramp. 

The toggles are actuated by two noses welded on the outer cylindrical surface of the rotator 

case. During the first contact the toggle turns freely (point 1 in Image 35), during the second one 

it acts as a link between nose and damper stopping the rotation of the axis (points 2 and 3 in 

Image 35). 

 

Cable Chain Slot

Instrument 

Attachment 

Flange

Damper

Toggle

Toggle Support

Cable Chain Slot

Instrument 

Attachment 
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Damper
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Toggle Support

 

 

Image 33  Toggle mechanism seen from the outside. 
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Outer Rotating Structure

Toggle

Absolute Switch 

Actuator

Outer Rotating Structure

Toggle
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Image 34  Toggle mechanism seen from the inside. 

 

 

Toggle

Damper
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Rotating Part Static Part

1 2 3

Toggle

Damper

Nose

Rotating Part Static Part

1 2 3

 

 

Image 35  Toggle mechanism sequence for rotator movement in CCW-direction. Point 1 is just before the 

first contact, point 2 before the second one and point 3 with damper completely compressed. 
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The positions of the toggle are held by a spring plunger (2206.008 from Halder) entering in 

deepenings on the lateral surface of the toggle. The deepenings are located in that way that the 

plunger enters into the deepening just before the nose lets to moves the toggle (position 1 in 

Image 37). From this moment on the spring force of the plunger keeps on moving the toggle 8º 

(position 2 in Image 37) guaranteeing a free entrance of the nose in the toggle form in a reverse 

movement. 

 

Toggle

Outer Surface of 

Rotator Case
Inner Surface of Outer 

Rotating Structure

Damper

Deepenings

Toggle 

Axis

Nose

contact gap

Toggle

Outer Surface of 

Rotator Case
Inner Surface of Outer 

Rotating Structure

Damper

Deepenings

Toggle 

Axis

Nose

contact gap

 

 

Image 36  On the left rotator movement in CCW direction, on the right in CW direction. The plunger 

creates the separation of the toggle from the nose. 

 

The conventional solution with a spring holding the toggle in position was discarded due to the 

shocks caused changing the position. These shocks can produce perturbations on the instrument 

observation. 

 

Lateral Toggle Surface

Deepening

Plunger

1

2
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Plunger
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2

 

 

Image 37  Plunger entering in the deepening of the toggle. 
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Forces on the toggle positioning system 
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Image 38  Forces on the toggle positioning system. 
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The maximum spring force is about 35N at s = 2,5mm what leads to a tangential force of 52,5N 

and a moment around the toggle axis of 0,84Nm (radius of deepenings is 16mm). The contact 

point with the nose is located at about 50mm from the toggle axis and about 552mm from the 

rotator axis. The final moment peak for the rotator axis due to the toggle positioning system will 

be 9Nm. 

Using 120º instead of 90º for the opening angle of the deepening, the generated moment could 

be reduced and the angle that the plunger can move the toggle could be increased getting more 

tolerance. On the other hand the low tangential force could have negative influence on the op-

erational safety. 
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Damper 

The chosen damper is an adjustable hydraulic damper from Numatics (M24 - NC-EB1,0) suited 

for lateral forces. The following calculations are based on information of the product catalogue 

of Numatics. 

 

2··
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2322kgmI   
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NmM 390  
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  for M24 - NC-EB1,0 
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W
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2697   kgm
e

11000...22  for M24 - NC-EB1,0 

 

k
W  Rotational Energy 

I  Inertia of rotating part of the rotator, 

165kgm
2
 for instrument included 

  Angular velocity 

A
W  Operating energy 

M  Torque due to unbalanced masses (fric-

tion moment of the bearing is rested) 

S  Stroke 

r  Radius 

v  Impact velocity 

e
m  Effective mass 
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Main characteristics of the rotator limits: 

Rotation Range 570±15º 

 

 

More information: 

Switches 

- Osiswitch.pdf (A 17) 

- www.telemecanique.com 

 

Spring Plunger 

- www.halder.com 

 

Dampers 

- Numatics.pdf (A 19) 

- www.numatics.de 

 

http://www.telemecanique.com/
http://www.halder.com/
http://www.numatics.de/
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3.2 Cable Rotator 

The cable rotator consists of two main parts, the cable chain slot and a cable chain guide with a 

drum that keeps the cable chain loop aligned with the slot of the rotating part of the rotator. The 

cable chain guide is necessary since the rotator is tilted in space due to the tube movements. 

The concept for the cable rotator is a hybrid version between a cable rotator with linear loop 

motion and circular loop motion (see also Mechanical Alternatives FC-Set, R 2). The total range 

of the rotator is 570±15º and the required cable chain length 4618mm (the subdivision of the 

additional 15º is explained in chapter 3.1.8). 

 

Elevation Ring
Cable Chain Slot Bottom

Rail Guide Table

Cable Chain Guide Drum

Cable Chain

CW end position CCW end positionIntermediate Position

Elevation Ring
Cable Chain Slot Bottom

Rail Guide Table

Cable Chain Guide Drum

Cable Chain

CW end position CCW end positionIntermediate Position  

 

Image 39  Operation principal of the cable rotator. 

 

Image 40 shows the 0º-position of the cable rotator and Image 41 the position in which the cable 

chains induce the highest moment on the rotator axis. This moment is caused by a cable chain 

section of over 2,4m wound up on one side of the cable rotator and above all by the cable chain 

section hanging in horizontal position between the instrument rotator and the cable chain guide 

(see calculation beneath). 

The moments induced by the cable chains, as well as moments induced by other unbalanced 

masses, has to be counterweighted as far as possible for minimizing motor consumption and 

motor heat dissipation. For this all the moments has to be determined in function of the angular 

position defining the position and the weight of the optimum counterweight. 
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tot
M  Total moment induced by the cable 

chains 

w
M  Moment caused by the wound up cable 

chain section 

c
M  Moment caused by the horizontal cable 

chain section 

  Linear cable chain weight (15kg/m for 

both chains together) 

L  Length of cable chain section 

1
d  Distance of the center of gravity of the 

wound up cable chain section to the ro-

tation axis 

2
d  Distance of cable chain to the rotation 

axis 

T  Cable chain force 

v
T  Vertical component of cable chain 

force 

0
T  Horizontal component of cable chain 

force 

g  Gravity 

a  Distance of catenary 

Maximum moment over the rotator axis 

induced by the cable chains 

cwtot
MMM   

 

By the wound up cable chain section: 

gdLM
w


1

  

mL 635,2  

md 456,0
1
  (graphically determined) 

 

NmM
w

177  

 

 

By the horizontal cable chain section 

2
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c
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v
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And the trancendiant equation 
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mL 136,1  (graphically determined) 
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292  
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Image 40  Cable rotator 0º-position. 

 

 
 

Image 41  Cable rotator position with the highest moment for the rotator. 

 

The slot is designed for two cable chains, one beside the other. One cable chain carries general 

services like power supply, cooling water, clean air, signal cable and the other one carries spe-

cific services needed for the mounted science instrument. The last one will be mounted and 

dismounted together with the instrument. 

The selected cable chain type is IGUS E4/light, model 14240.17.135.0 with outer dimensions of 

194x84mm (168x62mm inner section) for the general cable chain and model 14240.12.135.0 

with 151x84mm (125x62mm) for the specific cable chain. The Ultralight series was chosen 

because of its good ratio between outer and inner section, i.e. a maximum inner section with a 

reduced outer section. The reduced maximum distance (2m) between supports in lateral direc-

tion for this chain type is slightly exceeded. 
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N Destination of Cable / Hose 
Ext. Ø 
[mm] 

Rbend min 
[mm] 

Model
4
 Configuration 

Weight  

[kg/m] 
Quantity 

1 Turn Table Motor (Power) 12 - - 4x1+2x0,75 0,25* 2 

2 Turn Table Motor (Signal) 8 - - 4x2x0,25 0,1* 2 

3 Turn Table Encoder Reading Head 8 - 244957-01 (4(2x0,14)+(4x0,5))C 0,15* 2 

4 Main and UPS Power Supply (general) 9,5 75 IGUS CF35.15.04 (4G1,5)C 0,15 4 

5 24V Power Supply (general) 8,5 45 IGUS CF10.10.05 (5G1,0)C 0,1 2 

6 BUS CAN 10,0 125 
IGUS 

CF14.02.04.02.CAT5 
(4x(2x0,25))C 0,1 1 

7 Optical fibre 3x6* 50* - - 0,015* 1 

8 Clean Air 12 120 IGUS CA PE.A.12.0 Din = 8mm 0,055 1 

9 Cooling in/out 20* - - Din min = 15mm 0,35* 2 

10 Helium in/out 22 130 Omegaflex Series 300 Din = 12,7mm 0,4 2 

11 Grounding 8  IGUS CFPE.100.01 1G10 0,12 1 

12a/b Arm Rotation Stage 
7,5 40 IGUS CF.10.05.05 (5x0,5)C 0,09 1 

9,5 95 IGUS CF111.02.06.02 (6x2x0,25)C 0,12 1 

13a/b Focusing Mechanism 
7,5 40 IGUS CF10.05.05 (5x0,5)C 0,09 1 

6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,08 1 

14 Arm Temp. Sensor 6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

15 Turn Table Temp. Sensor 6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

        

     Cable Chain 2,79  

     Total 6,9 26 

Table 1  Cables and hoses of the general cable wrap. Values with * are estimated values. Conducts with numbers above 16 are listed in chapter 3.3.5. 

                                                      
4
 Possible solution. 
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Image 42  Section of the general cable chain of the rotator (chosen model is IGUS E4/light 

14240.17.135.0). 

Conducts with numbers above 16 you can find in the table for the turn table cable chain in chap-

ter 3.3.5. The topmost partition in image Image 42 (conducts 18 to 21) is reserved for special 

conducts going to the A&G-Instruments and has a free width of 43mm. 

 

3.2.1 Cable chain slot 

The cable chain slot is part of the outer rotating structure which is mounted on the inner rotating 

structure. To the slot belong the quick fastening mechanism for the cable chains and the cable 

chain ramp covering the toggle mechanisms of the rotator limits and the connection panel for 

conducts which pass to the inside of the rotator (turn table mechanisms and optics). On the front 

side there is a through hole for passing the cables and conducts of the science instrument and 

right next to it there is the connection panel for general supplies. On the backside the slot carries 

the brake disc of the rotator brake. To reduce the friction between the slot and the cable chain 

the slot is coated with Teflon o carries panels made out of the same material. 

In the positive rotation range the cable rotator folds the cable chains over the deflexion roll and 

the ramp (see Image 39 and Image 46). The deflexion roll keeps the bending radius of the cable 

chain 5mm above the minimum bending radius of 135mm for the chosen cable chain type. The 

deflexion roll is adjustable in parallel direction of the chain slot assuring that the contact point 

between chain link and roll is in the centre of the link. In this way the chain is layed down uni-

formly. 
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Image 43  Outer rotating structure with cable chain slot (front view). 

 

Cable Chain Deflexion Roll

1st Chain Link

Cable Chain Deflexion Roll

1st Chain Link

 

 

Image 44  Outer rotating structure with cable chain slot (back view). 
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The quick fastening of the cable chains works in the following way (compare with Image 45 and 

Image 46): 

1) Put cable chain into the U-profile 

2) Insert blocking pin 

3) Safeguard blocking pin against falling out with index bolt 

 

1st Cable Chain LinkIndex Bolt

Blocking PinSpecific Chain Side

General Chain Side 1st Cable Chain LinkIndex Bolt

Blocking PinSpecific Chain Side

General Chain Side
 

 

Image 45  Quick fastening system for the cable chains (back-top view). 

 

1st Cable Chain Link
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Cable Chain Deflexion Roll
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Image 46  Quick fastening system for the cable chains and cable chain deflexion roll (section view). 
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3.2.2 Cable Chain Guide 

Next to the cable chain slot the cable chain guide is another important component of the cable 

rotator. Its job is to maintain the cable chain loop aligned with the cable chain slot in every tube 

position. This is achieved by a drum going up and down a rail guide table in function of the 

rotation angle of the rotator. The movement maintains the cable chain in a not totally tensioned 

state keeping low the moment for the rotator axis. To reduce the friction between the drum and 

the cable chain the drum is coated with Teflon. 

The rail guide table is reinforced with a U-profile over the whole length and mounted with ad-

justable supports directly to the elevation ring on the right side of the rotator (in case of focal 

station E). The possible model for the rail guide table could be INA MKUSE25-ZR-GTR1/8 

coming with gear head. The motor should be from the same series like the motors from the turn 

table (Danaher-Motion). 

It has to be checked if the overhanging part of the guide has to be supported by an additional 

arm reducing bending deformations on the rail guide table in horizontal position. 

 

Rail Guide Table

Cable Chain Guide Drum

U-profile

Support with adjustment system

Gear Head + Motor

Rail Guide Table

Cable Chain Guide Drum

U-profile

Support with adjustment system

Gear Head + Motor

 

 

Image 47  Rail guide table of the cable rotator. 
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Main characteristics of the cable rotator: 

Rotation Range ±(285º+15º) 

Cable Chain Length 4618mm 

(2 end links of 125mm and 48 links of 91mm) 

 

Rail Guide Table INA MKUSE25-ZR-GTR1/8 

Length (without heads) 2385mm 

 

General Cable Chain IGUS14240.17.135.0 

Outer Section 194x84mm 

Inner Section 168x62mm 

Min. Bending Radius 135mm 

Weight 2,79kg/m 

 

Specific Cable Chain IGUS14240.12.135.0 

Outer Section 151x84mm 

Inner Section 125x62mm 

Min. Bending Radius 135mm 

Weight 2,62kg/m 

 

 

More information: 

Cable Chains 

- www.igus.com 

 

Rail Guide Table 

- www.ina.com 

 

Index Bolts 

- www.halder.com 

 

Teflon Coating 

- www.coatresa.com 

http://www.telemecanique.com/
http://www.ina.com/
http://www.halder.com/
http://www.coatresa.com/
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Point to resolve: 

Coordination between Instrument Rotator and Cable Rotator during Start-up 

Since the encoder of the instrument rotator axis is an incremental type, it is necessary during 

start-up to move the axis determining the exact position. In this moment, the cable rotator does 

not know if it has to move the guide drum up or down and at which velocity. 
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3.3 A&G-System 

The task of the turn table is to move around the field the turn table tower on which the probe 

arm is mounted. Together with the proper pivoting movement of the arm it is possible to posi-

tion the probe mirror in any point of the field feeding the A&G-System. 

The turn table has its base on the inner rotating structure of the rotator consisting in a bearing 

with gear rim, two motors with gear heads, encoder, brakes, limits and as moved parts the turn 

table tower with probe arm and cable chain guide. 

Turn Table Tower

CCD Controller Box

Turn Table Tower

CCD Controller Box

 

 

Image 48  Turn table with optics box and CCD controller boxes, shown from inside. 
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Turn Table Tower
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Cable Chain Guide

End Stop Damper

Counter Weights

Cable Chain

Probe Arm
Probe Arm Motor

Turn Table Bearing

Cable Chain Shield

 

 

Image 49  Turn table without optics box and without CCD controller boxes, shown from inside. 
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3.3.1 Turn Table Tower 

The turn table tower forms the connecting part between the bearing, the A&G-Optics and the 

probe arm motor. Apart from the base plate, which forms the interface to the bearing, and the 

attachment flanges for the optics and the probe arm motor, it is completely welded with 2mm 

thin metal sheets forming a stiff and lightweight hollow structure
5
. To reduce thermal inertias 

the metal sheets have ventilation holes. The lower part of the rear wall is coated with Teflon 

facilitating the sliding of the cable chain. The attachment of the turn table tower is carried out 

with the same screws that hold the gear rim of the turn table bearing. 

 

Base Plate

(Interface with Bearing)

Optics Box 

Attachment Flange

Base Plate

(Interface with Bearing)

Optics Box 

Attachment Flange

 

 

Image 50  Turn table top view. 

 

Arm Motor Interface

Ventilation Holes

Optics Box Locking Devices

Arm Motor Interface

Ventilation Holes

Optics Box Locking Devices

 

 

 

Image 51  Turn table tower bottom view. 

                                                      
5
 A posible fabrication sequence for the turn table tower is described in A 11. 
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Image 52  Spatial definition of the symmetry axis of the A&G and probe arm attachment flanges. 

 

The attachment flanges for the probe arm motor and for the A&G-Optics are inclined 0,8096º 

going the axis of symmetry, i.e. the rotation axis of the probe arm motor, through the centre of 

the telescope pupil (M2). The position of the centre of the interface between turn table tower 

and optics box is defined with respect to the centre of the focal plane. The optics box attachment 

flange has 200x200mm outer dimensions. 

 

3.3.1.1 Locking Device 

Due to the reduced available space, the access conditions and the mounting position of the optic 

box (see 3.3.2), a conventional fixing would not have been feasible. So, the optic box is fixed to 

the turn table tower with to locking devices that help to position and clamp the box in an easy 

and comfortable manner. 
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These locking devices are located inside the turn table tower just below the interface flange with 

the optic box and are operated from the front side of the turn table tower. In principle the con-

struction of the locking device is a double-wedge mechanism. While the two wedges come 

closer each another, the bridge between them is moved in perpendicular direction pulling on two 

T-studs which mate with the locking bar inside the optic box. The locking bars are moved by 

hand and remain by itself in the chosen position, open or locked. 

The locking device is held in position by two extension springs and the T-Studs are designed in 

that way that they does not disappear when they get an impact by the optic box during the 

mounting operation. So, the T-Studs always look out of the attachment flange on the top of the 

turn table tower (see Image 50). 

The contact surfaces of the wedges with the bride are curved surfaces to obtain an almost equal 

pull force on both T-Studs and to compensate parallelism errors between the seat area of the 

locking devices and the attachment flange for the optic box. If a compensation of parallelism in 

transversal direction will be necessary has to be clarified, taking into account the fabrication 

process of the turn table tower. 

Between the wedges and the back side of the attachment flange a hardened metal sheet is put for 

smoother gliding of the wedges. Image 53 and Image 54 show the locking device isolated and 

Image 55 shows a section through the locking device with the optic box mounted on the turn 

table tower. 

 

T-Studs

Pull bar

Bridge

Sliding plate

Moving screw

T-Studs

Pull bar

Bridge

Sliding plate

Moving screw  

 

Image 53  Locking device for the optic box, full mechanism. 
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Image 54  Locking device for the optic box, with one pull bar removed. 
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Image 55  Section trough the locking device with the optic box mounted on the turn table tower. 

 

 

Main characteristics of the turn table tower: 

Height 235mm 

Weight (with locking devices) 22kg 

Optic Box Attachment Flange 200x200mm 
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3.3.2 Optic Box 

The optic box is mounted on the turn table tower and contains the A&G-Optics. Its size is about 

220x240mm on the base with a high of approximately 325mm. The construction consists of a 

base plate with a welded frame structure which is closed by removable covers allowing to ac-

cess to the optics from different sides. The right cover is a stronger construction carrying on the 

inner side a linear positioning stage which in turn carries the optics and acts as the focusing 

mechanism. 

The box is mounted on an attachment flange on the top of the turn table tower. This flange has a 

centring diameter and a pin which defines the orientation of the box. For mounting and dis-

mounting the box a handling tool is foreseen for easier manipulation of the box inside the rota-

tor (see chapter 3.3.2.2). 

The total weight of the optic box is kept low since it has direct influence on the relative pupil 

error (see 5.1.1) as well as the own stiffness of the box. An optimum would be 10kg with a 

maximum of 12kg. 
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Image 56  Main views of the closed optic box. 
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Image 57  General view of the closed optic box, bottom side. 
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Image 58  General view of the closed optic box, top side. 
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Image 59  General view of the opened optic box, bottom side. 

 

 

 

Image 60  General view of the opened optic box, top side. 
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3.3.2.1 Focusing Mechanism 

The task of the focusing mechanism is to focus the optics in function of the position of the probe 

mirror inside the patrol area. In case of the focusing mechanism the same concept as with the 

arm motor was applied, using a commercial component which features all in one, base, table, 

motor, precision recirculating ballscrew, preloaded nuts, reference and limit switches. The cho-

sen linear positioning stage for the focusing mechanism comes from Physik Instrumente, model 

M-505.2S2 (see Image 61). This stage has a travel range of 50mm covering the necessary 20mm 

with sufficient margin. The accuracy is 1μm and the maximum push/pull force 50N
6
. 

 

 

 

Image 61  Linear positioning stage PI M-505.2S2. 

 

The surface of the carriage defines the interface with the A&G-Optics and is described in the 

interface document R 3 and interface drawing D 3. 

The linear positioning stage is mounted on the inner side of the right cover and is pushed with 

thrust screws with flat-faced balls against to two sides of the corresponding frame window (see 

Image 62). In this way the linear stage is aligned with the base plate which forms the interface 

with the turn table tower. These surfaces, i.e. the base plate outer face and centring diameter and 

the frame window itself and its outer surface, has to be machined with high accuracy keeping 

low optical misalignment. 

 

                                                      
6
 If an higher load capacity is necesary, an alternative could be a linear precision guide y a seperate 

heavy-duty precsion linear actuador. For example, the company Physik Instrumente offers compact linear 

precision actuators with a push/pull-force of 120N. 
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Image 62  General view of the optic box showing the interface for the linear positioning stage. 

 

More information: 

- www.pi.ws 

- PI_M-505_Linear-Stages.pdf (A 20) 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Handling Tool 

The weight, together with the limited access to the mounting position inside the instrument rota-

tor, makes necessary a handling tool for mounting and dismounting the optic box. In the follow-

ing there will be presented two possible solutions for a handling tool, one suspended on the 

boom crane of the telescope dome (tool 1) and the other one fixed on the instrument attachment 

flange of the rotator (tool2). 

 

Tool 1 

Consists in a simple bar which carries on one end a fork with a security clamp for the optic box 

and on the other end a counterweight. Between the two ends a turnable lifting ring is mounted 

with that the tool is hanging from the boom crane. The counterweights can be moved along the 

bar axis to balance the tool with the optic box hanging on it. 

 

http://www.pi.ws/
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Counterweight

Lifting Ring
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Security Clamp

Counterweight

Lifting Ring

Fork
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Image 63  General view of Tool 1. 

 

The security clamps on the fork end allows to catch the optic box introducing the lifting pins on 

both sides of the box into the L-Slot of the fork end. The security clamp turns aside and comes 

back forced by a torsion spring when the lifting pins reached the end of the L-Slot (see Image 

64). In this moment the lifting pins can not jump out of the L-Slot until the security clamp is 

turned aside again what has to be done by hand. 

 

Fork

L-Slot

Security Clamp

Fork

L-Slot

Security Clamp  

 

Image 64  Security clamp (equal for Tool 1 and 2). 
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Image 65  Section view of the instrument rotator with handling tool 1 in position to mount / dismount the 

optic box. 

 

 

Tool 2 

Consists also in a bar with a counterweight on one end and a fork to pick up the optic box on the 

other end. The difference is that in this case the bar is shorter and suspended on a triply pin-

jointed arm which is fixed to the instrument attachment flange with two screws. 
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Image 66  General view of Tool 2. 
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Image 67  Section view of the instrument rotator with handling tool 2 in position to mount / dismount the 

optic box. 

 

 

Comparison Tool 1 – Tool 2 

 

 + - 

Tool 1 
- simply construction 

- better access for operator 

- wiggly because of hanging 
on a long cable 

Tool 2 
- more stable and secure 

handling of the box 

- more complex construction 

- has to be mounted before its 
use 

- less space for the operator 

Table 2  Comparison of the two handling tools for the optic box. 
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3.3.3 Probe Arm 

The function of the probe arm is to guide the incoming light over the pick-off mirror and the 

folding mirror to the A&G-Optics placed on the top of the turn table tower. The arm is com-

posed by machined parts whose design is optimized in that way that the arm has a minimum 

projected shadow on the focal plane. Both mirrors are introduced in slots which act in part as 

mirror retainers in case that a mirror unglues from the blades. In case of the pick-off mirror the 

own blades complete the mirror retaining and in case of the folding mirror an additional retainer 

is mounted. The arm is directly screwed on the rotating flange of the probe arm drive (see 

3.3.4). Like the rest of the system the probe arm is made out of steel reducing differential ther-

mal deformations. 

Attachment Flange

Folding Mirror

Pick-off Mirror

Attachment Flange

Folding Mirror

Pick-off Mirror

 

 

Image 68  Probe arm general view. 

 

 

 

Image 69  Probe side, back and top view. 
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The probe arm can place the pick-off mirror in any point of a field with a maximum diameter of 

11,2’, limited by the cable chain of the turn table. If the 5’ FOV for the science instrument is 

respected the closest point to the centre that can be reached is on a diameter of 6,4’. 

For information concerning the probe arm interface and envelope see reference drawing D 5. 

 

Arm parking position

Turn Table Tower

Arm Motor

Innermost position

Outermost position

Cable Chain

Ø5’ Ø6,4’ Ø11,2’

Arm parking position

Turn Table Tower

Arm Motor

Innermost position

Outermost position

Cable Chain

Ø5’ Ø6,4’ Ø11,2’
 

 

Image 70  Reachable field of view of the probe arm (top view of the turn table tower, in line with the 

rotator axis). 

 

 

Pick-off Mirror Unit 

The pick-off mirror unit consists of pick-off mirror, mirror cell, blades and adjustment and fix-

ing screws. The three blades are glued in small recesses on the back side of the mirror being the 

gluing surface close to the mirror neutral fibre. On their other end they are screwed on the mir-

ror cell whose position is defined by three adjustment screws
7
 touching the base plate with a 

point-line-plane-system. The adjustment screws rotate in threaded bushings and are locked by 

custom locking nuts. Adjustment screws and threaded bushing, as well as the tap for machining 

the locking nuts can be purchased at Thorlabs. The position of the mirror cell is held with to 

fixing screws with compression springs. 

 

                                                      
7
 Two adjustment screws AJS8-100-02H from Newport and one headless ball-ended thrust screw 

H.2272.356 from Halder. 
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Image 71  Pick-off mirror unit. 

 

Main characteristics of the pick-off mirror unit: 

Material Zerodur 

Surface quality λ/12 

Dimensions 72x54x12mm 

FOV (on focal plane) 20x20’’ 

Adjustment screws 3/16’’-100, 0,5’’ 

 

 

Folding Mirror Unit 

The folding mirror unit has almost the same mount as the pick-off mirror unit. The difference is 

that the mirror, due to the available space in that part of the arm, can be a commercial model 

with the blades glued on the backside. 

 

 

 

Image 72  Folding mirror unit (compare with Image 71). 
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Main characteristics of the folding mirror unit: 

Material Zerodur 

Surface quality λ/12 

Dimensions 50x50x10mm 

FOV (on focal plane) 20x20’’ 

Adjustment screws 3/16’’-100, 0,5’’ 

 

 

More information: 

Adjustment Screws 

- www.thorlabs.com 

 

 

3.3.4 Probe Arm Drive 

The motion of the probe arm assumes a precision rotation stage from Newport (model 

RV120HAT)
8
. The advantage of this solution is that bearing, motor, reducer, encoder and limit 

switches come all in a compact component from which only one cable goes out saving space in 

the cable chains of the turn table and the rotator. 

The rotation stage is attached head down on the lower side of the turn table tower top carrying 

the probe arm on the opposite. The rotation axis is inclined so that it passes through the centre 

of the telescope pupil. The lateral position of the rotation stage in the turn table tower is deter-

mined by a bead on the attachment flange which is interrupted given place for the motor re-

ducer. 

The overall rotation range for the arm is defined in ±68º with that it can reach the 11,2’ limit. 

The parking position is below the motor where the pick-off mirror is partially covered. The 

nominal rotation range of the turn table is extended to ±125º in order that even points on the 

limit of the field (11,2’) can be reached with the pick-off mirror changing extreme positions of 

turn table and probe arm. In that way the shadow of the probe arm motor does not affect (com-

pare with Image 70). 

 

                                                      
8
 This model has an encoder on the output axis for more precision. 

http://www.thorlabs.com/
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Image 73  Precision rotation stage from Newport (RV series). 

 

Verification of load capacity 

The manufacturer indicates the maximum load capacity for the rotation stage with the following 

equations: 

 













a

D

C
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For the model RV120HAT the construction parameters are a = 40mm and b = 71mm and the 

normal load capacity Cz = 1800N. 
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The off-centre distance D for the probe arm in horizontal configuration is 103mm and in vertical 

configuration 31mm + b. The load induced by the probe arm (QH/QV) is 18N, being far below 

the maximum values. 

 

N

mm

mm
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The maximum torque MZMAX/MZ0 indicated by the manufacturer with 10Nm as well as the 

maximum inertia value of 0,2kgm
2
 are not exceeded. 

 

GItot
MMM   

 

with 

·IM
I
  

rmM
G

·  

2·rmI   

t


   

 

kgm 8,1  

mr 103,0  

s/º80  

st 25,0  (indicated by the manufacturer) 

 

2019,0 kgmI   

NmM 92,1  

 

tot
M  Total torque 

I
M  Inertia torque 

G
M  Gravitational torque 

I  Inertia 

m  Mass of probe arm 

r  Distance from rotation axis to probe 

arm COG  

  Acceleration 

  Maximum angular velocity 

t  Acceleration time 
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Time to turn 272º 

This is one of the two parameters that determine how long it takes to position the probe mirror 

in any point of the field starting from the parking position. The other parameter is given by the 

velocity profile of the turn table (see chapter 3.3.7). 

Since the turn table is the slower axis the time of the velocity profile of the probe arm motor is 

adapted to the time that needs the turn table to turn 125º (6,3s). 

The maximum time defined in the document FC Focal Station Specifications (R 1) to position 

the pick-off mirror and focus the AG instruments on any position on the Ø10arcmin field of 

view in less than 20s. 
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Image 74  Velocity profile for the probe arm motor rotating 136º. 

tot
t  Total time 

a
t  Acceleration time 

t
t  Transit time 
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t  Deceleration time 
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t
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  Maximum angular velocity 
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Characteristics of rotation stage Newport RV120HAT: 

 

Design Details 

Base Material Stainless Steel 

Bearings Double row of ball bearings 

Drive Mechanism Ground worm gear with self compensating preload 

Worm Gear Ratio 1:90 

Feedback Optical encoder on the rotating platen, 20μm signal period 

Limit Switches Optical, at ± 170°
9
 

Origin Optical 

Cable 3 m long cable included 

Weight (kg) 8 

 

Specifications 

Travel Range (°) ±170 

Resolution (°) 0.0001 

Minimum Incremental Motion (°) 0.0001 

Uni-directional Repeatability (°) 0.00011 typical, 0.0002 guaranteed 

Reversal Value (Hysteresis) (°) 0.0006 typical, 0.001 guaranteed 

Absolute Accuracy (°) 0.003 typical, 0.005 guaranteed 

Maximum Speed (°/s) 80 

Wobble (mrad) 10 typical, 20 guaranteed 

Eccentricity (µm) 1.4 typical, 4 guaranteed 

MTBF (h) 20,000 

 

More information: 

- www.newport.com 

- Newport-rotation-stages-RV.pdf (A 21) 

 

3.3.4.1 Alignment of the motor rotation axis  

As described in chapter 57, Image 52, the prolongation of the rotation axis of the probe arm 

motor goes through the centre of the telescope pupil. To achieve this, the corresponding inter-

face on the turn table tower is machined in the required inclination and the angular position of 

the motor is determined by a pin, remaining the centring of the rotation axis. 

The centring has to be realized using a mounting aid that centres the rotation axis of the probe 

arm motor with the centring diameter of the attachment flange for the optic box (see Image 75 

and Image 76). 

                                                      
9
 Limits can be adapted to the established rotation range of ±68º. 

http://www.newport.com/
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Image 75  Section view of the turn table tower with probe arm motor and motor mounting aid. 

 

 

 

Image 76  Motor mounting aid. 
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3.3.5 Cable chain guide 

The cable rotator of the turn table is a rolling loop type carrying services for the A&G-

Instruments, apart from the cable of the probe arm motor. Table 4 shows an estimation of the 

services that the turn table cable chain will carry. Image 77 represents the section of the selected 

cable chain which is the model 2600.07.063.0 from the IGUS E2/000-medium-series. Outer 

section is 50x91mm and inner section 35x75mm 

The cable supplied by Newport for the rotation stage probably is not suitable to be mounted in a 

cable chain with a small bending radius. An alternative would be to substitute the original cable 

by two commercial cables made for cable chains, one for the motor and ground and the rest for 

signals maintaining independent shields. A possible alternative is given in Table 4. The same 

problem is given in case of the focusing mechanism. Here the original cable also can be substi-

tuted by two commercial ones. The alternative cabling does not occupy much more space in the 

cable chain but has the inconvenient to have to fix two cables to one connector. 
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N 
Destination of Cable / 

Hose 
Ext. Ø 
[mm] 

Min. Bending 
radius [mm] 

Model
10

 Configuration 
Weight  

[kg/m] 
Quantity 

12 Arm Rotation Stage 10,3 -  See manual *** 0,2* 1 

13 Focusing Mechanism 10* -  See manual *** 0,2* 1 

14 Arm Temp. Sensor 6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

15 
Turn Table Temp. Sen-

sor 
6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

16 Clean Air 6 60 IGUS CA PE.A.06.0 Din = 4mm 0,015 1 

17 
CCD Controller Cooling 

in/out 
12* -  Din min = 7mm 0,3* 2 

18 
CCD Controller Power 

Supply 
7,5 40 IGUS CF10.07.05 (5Gx0,75)C 0,095 2 

19 
CCD Controller Com-

munication 
10 125 IGUS CF14.02.04.02.CAT5 (4x(2x0,25))C 0,1 4 

20 Optic Wheels 8,5 85 IGUS CF111.02.04.02 (4x2x0,25)C 0,08 1 

21 Optical fibre 3x6* 50*   0,015* 1 

22 Grounding 6 45 CFPE.40.01 1 G 4,0 0,06 1 

        

     Cable Chain 2,62  

     Total 4,52 16 

G Ground cable in green/yellow 
C shield 

Table 3  Cables and hoses of the turn table cable wrap. Values marked with * are estimated values. 

 

                                                      
10

 Posible solution. 
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N 
Destination of Cable / 

Hose 
Ext. Ø 
[mm] 

Min. Bending 
radius [mm] 

Model Configuration 
Weight  

[kg/m] 
Quantity 

12
a/b 

Arm Rotation Stage 
7,5 40 IGUS CF.10.05.05 (5x0,5)C 0,09 1 

9,5 95 IGUS CF111.02.06.02 (6x2x0,25)C 0,12 1 

13
a/b 

Focusing Mechanism 
7,5 40 IGUS CF10.05.05 (5x0,5)C 0,09 1 

6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,08 1 

14 Arm Temp. Sensor 6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

15 
Turn Table Temp. Sen-

sor 
6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,05 1 

16 Clean Air 6 60 IGUS CA PE.A.06.0 Din = 4mm 0,015 1 

17 
CCD Controller Cooling 

in/out 
12* -  Din min = 7mm 0,3* 2 

18 
CCD Controller Power 

Supply 
7,5 40 IGUS CF10.07.05 (5Gx0,75)C 0,095 2 

19 
CCD Controller Com-

munication 
7 90 IGUS CF14.02.02.02.CAT5 (2x(2x0,25))C 0,1 8 

20 Optic Wheels 6 60 IGUS CF111.02.02.02 (2x2x0,25)C 0,08 2 

21 Optical fibre 3x6* 50*   0,015* 1 

22 Grounding 6 45 CFPE.40.01 1 G 4,0 0,06 1 

        

     Cable Chain 2,62  

     Total 4,92 23 

Table 4  Alternative configuration for the turn table cable wrap. Values marked with * are estimated values. 
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Image 77  Section of the turn table cable chain Shown is the alternative configuration. 

 

The cable chain guide is a sickle-like construction with a U-section opened to the outside and 

mounted directly to the turn table bearing in the opposite position of the turn table tower. The 

bottom plate is 12mm thick giving sufficient threat depth and acting at the same time as part of 

the counterweight. 

The cable chain is held in position by the U-section which is covered with Teflon to reduce 

friction. On the top the guide carries the counterweights and the end-stop dampers for the turn 

table axis, as well as the CCD controller boxes (see Image 80). On the bottom face there are the 

switch actuators for the turn table limits. For information concerning the interface and the enve-

lope of the CCD controller boxes see reference drawing D 4. 

To guide the cable chain on the “static part”, which in this case is the inner rotating structure, a 

Teflon-coated guide with double L-shape is attached to the inner rotating structure. At the same 

angular position a gliding plate made out of Teflon is screwed to the outer ring of the turn table 

bearing. 

The lower partition in Image 77 is reserved for special conducts for the A&G-Instruments hav-

ing a free width of 36mm. 
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Damper Support

Counterweights Support

Fixing Threads

Damper Support

Counterweights Support

Fixing Threads

 

 

Image 78  Cable chain guide, top view (compare also with Image 49). 

 

 

 

Threads for Limit ActuatorThreads for Limit Actuator

 

 

Image 79  Cable chain guide, bottom view. 

 

The cable chain guide  
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CCD Controller Box

Counter weights

End damper

Cable chain guide Limit switch actuator CCD Controller Box

Counter weights

End damper

Cable chain guide Limit switch actuator

 

 

Image 80  Cable chain guide with CCD controller boxes, end dampers and counter weights mounted. 

 

Another component which can be numbered among the cable guide is the cable chain shield 

which is mounted between the cable chain guide and the turn table tower. It serves to guide the 

cables coming out of the cable chain to the turn table tower and at the same time it prevents 

coming in contact the cable chain with the probe arm. The bigger aperture it has is for letting 

space for the probe arm motor and the smaller one for enlarging the security distance to the 

probe arm. The shield is attached directly to the turn table bearing and the gable chain guide. 

 

 

 

Image 81  Cable chain shield, seen from inside (compare also with Image 49). 
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3.3.6 Bearing 

As the bearing of the rotator, the bearing of the turn table is a preloaded crossed roller type with 

a customized section. The difference is that in this case stiffness is of interest keeping as small 

as possible relative movements between the optics of the A&G and the science instrument. A 

peculiarity is that the inner ring of the bearing carries a gear rim with external teeth instead of 

internal teeth. This configuration was necessary because of the reduced available space. A part 

of the fixing screws of the gear rim do not end inside the bearing but goes through holding the 

turn table tower and the rotating part of the cable chain guide which are mounted on the oppo-

site. 

 

 

Inner Rotating 

Structure Interface

Cable Chain Glider Interface

Encoder Tape Slot of Turn Table

Interface for turn table tower 

and cable guide

Gear Rim

Inner Rotating 

Structure Interface

Cable Chain Glider Interface

Encoder Tape Slot of Turn Table

Interface for turn table tower 

and cable guide

Gear Rim  
 

 

Image 82  Section view of turn table bearing and gear rim. 
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Friction Moment 

The following friction calculation is a preliminary estimation. The final friction will depend, 

among other things, on the load case and the preload (equations from Rothe Erde catalogue). 
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This friction moment is very low due to the small load and the elevated dimensions of the bear-

ing. Since for this bearing the maximum possible stiffness is of interest (see chapter 5.1) the 

preload has to be very high and with it the friction moment. Hence a friction moment of 200Nm 

is assumed for motor calculations in chapter 3.3.7. 

                                                      
11

 Data from annex A 9. 

tab
m  Mass of the rotating part of the rotator 

tab
d  Distance between rotator bearing and 

cog of rotating part of the rotator 

g  Gravitational acceleration 

 

r
M  Friction Moment 

k
M  Bending Moment 

a
F  Axial Load 

r
F  Radial Load 

L
D  Nominal bearing diameter 

  Friction coefficient (indicated by Rothe 

Erde with 0,004 for the RD 800 series) 
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Main characteristics of the rotator bearing: 

Outer Diameter 780mm 

Inner Diameter 600mm 

Nominal Diameter 690mm 

Height (with gear rim) 90mm 

Friction Moment 200Nm 

Mass ~80kg 

 

 

More information: 

- Rothe_Erde_GWL_D.pdf (A 12) 

- www.rotheerde.com 

http://www.rotheerde.com/
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3.3.7 Drive 

Each of the two turn table drives consist of a right angle gear head and a motor and is attached 

to the supports of the inner rotating structure. The gear heads carry pinions which reach into a 

gear rim fixed to the turn table bearing. One of the two drives works against the other eliminat-

ing tooth backlash. During normal operation the drives move the turn table to a determined posi-

tion and the brakes are applied. 

 

Turn Table Gear

Heads and Motors

Inner Rotating Structure Attachment Flange for the

Outer Rotating Structure

Gear Rim

Turn Table Gear

Heads and Motors

Inner Rotating Structure Attachment Flange for the

Outer Rotating Structure

Gear Rim

 

Image 83  Turn table drives. 

 

Torque estimation 

Moments of inertia  not considered 

Moments by not balanced masses A&G 30Nm 

 Probe Arm <1Nm 

 (2kg at 0,125m from arm rotation axis 

 with 0,023m variance to turn table rotation axis) 

 Cable Chain 10Nm 

 (0,65m curved chain at 0,24m radius and 6,5kg/m) 

Cable Chain Friction  10Nm 

Bearing Friction  200Nm 

Counter Torque  60Nm 

Total  310Nm 
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Time to turn 125º 

This is one of the two parameters that determine how long it takes to position the probe mirror 

in any point of the field starting from the parking position. The other parameter is given by the 

velocity profile of the probe arm (see chapter 3.3.4). 

Assuming an acceleration of 14,5º/s
2
 and an acceleration time of 2 seconds to reach 29º/s being 

close to the theoretical maximum velocity for the turn table axis, the time to turn 125º is calcu-

lated as follows: 

The document FC Focal Station Specifications (R 1) defines a maximum time to position the 

pick-off mirror and focus the AG instruments on any position on the Ø10arcmin field of view in 

less than 20s. 
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Image 84  Velocity profile for the turn table rotating 125º. 

tot
t  Total time 

a
t  Acceleration time 

t
t  Transit time 

d
t  Deceleration time 

tot
  Total rotation angle 

a
  Acceleration angle 

t
  Transit angle 

d  Deceleration angle 

  Maximum angular velocity 

  Angular acceleration 

t  Acceleration time 
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Turn Table Drive Main Characteristics: 

Rotation Range ±125±10º 

Total ratio 912,5:1 

Time to turn 125º 6,3s 

 

Motor 

Model Danaher Motion DBL2H00080 

Rated Torque 0,72Nm (-17% for 3000m) 

Rated Speed 4500min
-1

 

Mass 1,5kg 

 

Gear Head 

Model Bayside Stealth RS60 

Ratio 50:1 

Efficiency 0,92 

Backlash 6’ 

Mass 5,5kg 

 

Pinion 

Module 3 

Number of teeth 12 

Diameter 36mm 

 

Gear Rim 

Module 3 

Number of teeth 219 

Diameter 657mm 

 

 

More information: 

Motors 

- DanaherServomotors.pdf (A 18) 

- www.danahermotion.com 

Gear Heads 

- www.baysidemotion.com 

http://www.danahermotion.com/
http://www.baysidemotion.com/
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3.3.8 Encoder 

The encoder system for the turn table axis is the ERA 780 C model from Heidenhain, the same 

as that of the rotator axis. This type is an incremental encoder with reference marks, reading 

heads based on photoelectric scanning and a steel scale tape. 

The reading heads are mounted on machined supports which are part of the inner rotating struc-

ture. The scale tape lies, held by its own spring force, in a slot machined into the rotating part of 

the turn table bearing. The gear rim would be closer to the support but was avoided reducing 

run-out errors for the encoder tape. In this way the encoder axis is as close as possible to the 

elements that define the rotator axis, the bearing rollers, keeping minimum the errors induced in 

the encoder by fabrication tolerances. 

Since the encoder system is delicate to dust, scratches and shocks, it is protected by a shield 

made out of 2mm thick steel plates which is screwed to the inner stiffener ribs of the rotator 

case. The protection for the reading heads is separated from the rest to access them easily for 

adjustment. 

 

Encoder Protection Panel

Encoder Reading Head

Inner Rotating Structure

Encoder Protection Panel

Encoder Reading Head

Inner Rotating Structure

 

 

Image 85  Turn table encoder with protection panel. 
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Encoder Tape

Encoder Protection Support

Gear Rim

Reading Head

Turn Table Bearing

Encoder Tape

Encoder Protection Support

Gear Rim

Reading Head

Turn Table Bearing

 

 

Image 86  Turn table encoder without protection panel. 

 

 

Accuracy 

The rotation accuracy of the selected system is indicated by the manufacturer with ±3’’ staying 

under the 6,5’’rms required in the document FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1). However, 

an eccentricity of the graduation to the bearing can cause measurement error which can be cal-

culated as follows: 

 

3600·
180
·



R

e
  

 

mme 024,0  (value from comparable bearing) 

mmR 300  

 

''5,16  

 

This error can be compensated in the main part by the second scanning head mounted on the 

opposite keeping the final error low. Possible lateral deviation of the scanning heads also can be 

compensated with one pair of opposite scanning heads. Errors of higher order like an elliptical 

form of the tape slot can be compensated mounting more pairs of scanning heads in intermedi-

ate positions. 

  measuring error in seconds of arc 

e  eccentricity of the radial grating to the 

bearing in mm 

R  scale tape mount radius in mm 
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A more exactly study of the encoder manufacturer will determine the final configuration neces-

sary to fulfil the requirement of accuracy. Unlike the rotator axis, the speed-feedback in this 

case could be obtained by the resolvers of the motors. 

 

 

 

Main characteristics of the rotator encoder: 

Nº scanning heads 2 

Tape length 1886,4mm 

Signal period 40μm 

Nº signals 47160 

Tape slot ground diameter 600,55mm 

Accuracy ±3’’ 

 

 

More information: 

- Angle_Encoder_without_Integral_Bearing.pdf (A 15) 

- www.heidenhain.com 

 

 

3.3.9 Brakes 

For breaking the turn table axis the built-in brakes of the turn table motors are used. 

 

 

3.3.10 Limits 

The end stop system consists of two limit switches and two hydraulic dampers. The rotation 

angles between the different limit steps are shown in Image 29. The total angle between elec-

tronic limits will be 250º, the electric switch, damper and safety margin will occupy ±10º. 

 

Electronic Limit Limit Switch Damper extended Damper compressed Safety Margin of Cable Chain
2º 2º 2,25º 3,75º

Electronic Limit Limit Switch Damper extended Damper compressed Safety Margin of Cable Chain
2º 2º 2,25º 3,75º

 

 

Image 87  Rotation angles between limit steps. 

 

 

http://www.heidenhain.com/
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Limit Switches 

The two limit switches are placed on one of the turn table drive supports and can be adjusted in 

high. The switch actuators are mounted on the lower face of the cable chain guide of the turn 

table having an adjustment range of ±1º. The actuator is long enough to maintain the switch 

actuated until the damper is completely compressed. The switch model is XCMD2102L1 from 

Telemecanique with roller head. 

 

Cable Chain Guide

Switch Actuator

Limit Switches

Turn Table Gear Head

Encoder Protection Panel

Inner Rotating Structure

Cable Chain Guide

Switch Actuator

Limit Switches

Turn Table Gear Head

Encoder Protection Panel

Inner Rotating Structure  

 

Image 88  Turn table limit switch configuration. 
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Damper 

The chosen damper is an adjustable hydraulic damper from Numatics (M10 - NC-EB0,25) 

suited for lateral forces. The following calculations are based on information of the product 

catalogue of Numatics. The damper is dimensioned without resting the friction torque of the 

bearing that at lower velocities will brake the turn table before the damper begins to actuate. 

Here was chosen a deliberately bigger damper to achieve a longer deceleration way. Most likely 

the viscosity of the oil has to be adapted for this case to can utilize the whole stroke. 

Both, damper support and mechanical end stop, have positioning pins apart of the fixing screws 

to avoid displacements of the components in case of a strong impact. 

 

Mechanical Limit

Damper CW

Damper CCW

Mechanical Limit

Damper CW

Damper CCW

 

 

Image 89  Dampers and mechanical limit of the turn table axis. 
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Main characteristics of the rotator limits: 

Rotation Range 250±10º 

 

More information: 

Switches 

- Osiswitch.pdf (A 17) 

- www.telemecanique.com 

Dampers 

- Numatics.pdf (A 19) 

- www.numatics.de 

k
W  Rotational Energy 

I  Inertia of turn table 

  Angular velocity 

A
W  Operating energy 

M  Torque due to unbalanced masses 

S  Stroke 

r  Radius 

v  Impact velocity 

e
m  Effective mass 

http://www.telemecanique.com/
http://www.numatics.de/
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4. FEM MODEL AND ANALYSIS 

In the present chapter the configuration of the FEM model of the FC-Set as well as the static and 

a brief dynamic analysis are described. In the configuration description the main components 

are treated separately and the used element types, real constants and material properties are 

listed. 

The results of the static analysis are part and parcel of the error budget of chapter 5 including 

also the interface area of the elevation ring of the telescope tube. 

The model of the rotator is attached as annex A 2. 

 

 

4.1 Model Configuration 

4.1.1 Main Structure 

In principle the entire rotator structure is build up by steel sheets of different thickness in which 

a sector of 12º is repeated 30 times. The first sector was built up on a keypoint – line framework 

with the coordinates listed in . All the steel plates are modelled with SHELL63 elements. The 

static part of the structure is completely constrained on the bolt diameter of 800mm. The in-

strument is represented by a 80kg (1000kg)
12

 weight connected to the attachment flange by 6 

stiff rods modelled with LINK8 elements. The weight of the torque motor is taken into account 

with 30 pairs of masses of 3,7kg and 0,84kg distributed over the whole perimeter. The 3,7kg-

masses correspond to the windings (111kg total) fixed to the static structure and the 0,84kg-

masses correspond to the magnets (25,2kg total) fixed to the rotating structure. 

The movements of the focal planes located in the instrument and on the optical bench are cap-

tured with aid of stiff rods (BEAM4) with a very low Eigen weight and a very low stiffness 

connected to the instrument and the optical bench attachment flanges, respectively. 

                                                      
12

 All the calculation were made with three weights, 80kg, 540kg and 1000kg, representing a light, a me-

dium and a heavy instrument. 
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KP X Y Z 

1 375 0 582 

2 400 0 582 

3 433 0 582 

4 433 0 529 

5 433 0 506 

6 433 0 499 

7 521 0 499 

8 521 0 286 

9 521 0 216 

10 394 0 404 

11 394 0 303 

12 353 0 303 

13 353 0 363 

14 433 0 404 

15 455 0 404 

16 433 0 311 

17 433 0 258 

18 445 0 258 

19 394 0 258 

20 394 0 201 

21 487 0 168 

22 490 0 105 

23 520 0 125 

24 520 0 105 

25 520 0 850 

26 545 0 850 

27 571 0 850 

28 571 0 168 

29 571 0 290 

30 571 0 467 

31 755 0 467 

32 755 0 850 

33 0 0 0 

34 0 0 500 

35 0 0 -500 

 

 

Coordinates are indicated in millimetres. KP2 is the attachment point for the rotator, KPs 1 to 9 

the static structure and the rest the rotating structure. Line 6 to 14 is the rotator bearing, KP 8 

carries the mass for the windings and KP18 the mass for the magnets of the rotator motor. KP26 

is the attachment point for the science instrument. KP33 coincides with the focal plane and KP 

35 with the COG of the instrument. 
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Image 90  Frontal view of the FC-Set. 
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Image 91  Back view of the FC-Set. 
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Image 92  Section of the FC-Set. 

 

4.1.2 Bearings 

 

Rotator bearing 

Since the rotator bearing is screwed to the adjacent parts in the whole perimeter it can be substi-

tuted for the study of bending behaviour by a short peace of cylinder which has the correspond-

ing young modulus and thickness. The bending stiffness of the rotator bearing was intentionally 

kept low since certain flexibility of the rotator is desired (see chapter 5.2). The bearing is built 

up with SHELL63 elements with a thickness of 100mm and a young modulus of 100N/mm
2
. 

The stiffness is given by the following expression 

 

H

IE
K

flex

·
  

 

standing I for the moment of inertia and H for the height of the bearing. With a medium diame-

ter of 865mm and a height of 95mm the bending stiffness results in 2,71·10
7
Nm/rad. 
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Turn table bearing 

The bearing of the turn table is modelled with more details because the turn table tower which 

supports the arm motor and the optical bench is attached to the bearing only about an angle of 

100º. So the bearing consists of inner ring, outer ring and an intermediate ring with high flexi-

bility that simulates the rollers of the bearing. In a separate FEM model (A 3) the bending flexi-

bility of this intermediate ring is determined. 

In case of the turn table bearing the interest is a high bending stiffness keeping small the differ-

ential rotation between the optical bench and the instrument (see chapter 5.1). The bending 

stiffness for the bearing was estimated in 9,5·10
7
Nm/rad. 

The bearing was created with a section meshed with MESH200 elements which was rotated 

creating the whole bearing with SOLID45 elements. The elements of the inner ring of the bear-

ing had to be substituted by SOLID95 elements getting connected the SOLID45 elements of the 

outer ring with the SHELL63 elements of the turn table tower base. 

 

Probe arm bearing 

The probe arm drive is modelled as a cylinder with a height of 86mm and a diameter of 137mm. 

The stiffness of the probe arm bearing is indicated by the manufacturer with 1,5μrad/Nm for a 

5-point-mounting of the rotation stage (see chapter 3.3.4) and the weight of the drive 

RV120HAT is 8kg. Applying the same equation as for the rotator bearing and using 10mm 

thick SHELL elements, the young modulus results in 5648N/mm
2
 and the density will be 

2,16·10
-5

kg/mm
2
. 

 

 

4.1.3 Turn table tower 

The turn table tower is formed by a hollow structure made out of 2mm thick steel sheets and is 

attached to the turn table bearing by a 10mm base plate. Both the arm motor and optical bench 

flanges have sections of 15x15mm. The optical bench is represented by a 12kg weight attached 

to the flange by rigid rods. The arm motor is modelled like a cylinder with a total weight of 8kg 

simulating the stiffness of the bearing. The two mirrors, pick-off mirror and folding mirror are 

modelled with 1kg each connected with a hollow arm structure of 2mm thick metal sheets. 

In general the Turn table tower is modelled with SHELL63 elements except the attachment 

flanges of the arm motor and the optics which are represented with BEAM4 elements. The 

masses are supported with stiff rods, in case of the optics with LINK8 elements and in case of 

the arm with BEAM4 elements. 

The FEM-model of the turn table tower corresponds to a previous version in which the interface 

with the optics-box was different. The rest of the tower structure remained extensively the same. 
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Image 93  Back view onto the turn table tower. 
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Image 94  Frontal view onto the turn table tower. 
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4.1.4 Real Constants 

 

Nº Characteristics Placement 

1 0,84kg-mass Inner rotating structure, motor magnets 

2 3,7kg-mass Static structure, motor windings 

3 50kg-mass (Not used) 

4 1000kg / 80kg-mass Instrument 

5 50x50mm beam Stiff rods for arm connection and focal planes 

6 16mm shell Static structure, rotator attachment flange 

7 8mm shell Static structure, inner cylinder 

8 10mm shell Static structure, bearing attachment flange 

9 8mm shell Static structure, outer cylinder 

10 6mm shell Static structure, inner stiffeners 

11 6mm shell Static structure, outer stiffeners 

12 10mm shell Inner rotating structure, rotator bearing attachment flange 

13 7mm shell Inner rotating structure, cylinder 

14 10mm shell Inner rotating structure, table bearing attachment flange 

15 5mm shell Inner rotating structure, cylinder stiffeners 

16 34mm shell 

Inner rotating structure, attachment flange for outer rotating structure 

(16mm) + magnet support disc (8mm) + outer rotating structure 

attachment flange (10mm) 

17 6mm shell Outer rotating structure, cone 

18 5mm shell Outer rotating structure, stiffeners 

19 6mm shell Outer rotating structure, inner cylinder 

20 20mm shell Outer rotating structure, instrument attachment flange 

21 4mm shell Outer rotating structure, cable wrap guides 

22 5mm shell Outer rotating structure, cable wrap drum 

23 100mm shell Rotator bearing 

24 90mm shell (Not used) 

25 8mm shell Inner rotating structure, magnet support disc 

26 5mm shell Inner rotating structure, table bearing attachment flange stiffeners 

27 2mm shell Turn table tower, body 

28 5mm shell Turn table tower, central stiffeners 

29 10mm shell Turn table tower, base plate 

30 15x15mm profile Turn table tower, arm motor and optical bench attachment flanges 

31 80x80x2 hollow profile Turn table tower, pick-up arm 

32 12kg-mass Turn table tower, optics 

33 1kg-mass Turn table tower, folding mirror 

34 1kg-mass Turn table tower, pick-up mirror 

35 10mm shell Turn table tower, arm motor 

36 50x50mm link Stiff rod for COGs of instrument and optical bench 

Table 5  Real Constants. 
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4.1.5 Element Types 

 

Nº Element Type Description 

1 MASS21 Structural Mass 

2 BEAM4 3-D Elastic Beam 

3 SHELL63 Elastic Shell 

4 MESH200 4-Node Quad Meshing Facet 

5 SOLID45 3-D Structural Solid 

6 SOLID95 3-D 20-Node Structural Solid 

7 LINK8 3-D Link 

Table 6  Element Types. 

 

 

4.1.6 Material Models 

 

Nº 
Young Modulus 

[N/mm
2
] 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

Density 

[kg/mm
2
] 

Placement 

1 210000 0,3 7,8·10
-6

 Shell parts in general 

2 210000 0,3 1·10
-9

 Stiff rods (Masses) 

3 100 0,3 7,8·10
-6

 Rotator bearing 

4 1130 0,3 7,8·10
-6

 Turn table bearing 

5 5648 0,3 21,6·10
-6

 Arm Motor 

6 1000 0,3 1·10
-9

 Stiff rods (focal planes and arm) 

Table 7  Material models. 
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4.2 Static Analysis 

4.2.1 FC-Set 

For both, the static and the dynamic analysis, the model was completely constrained on 30 key 

points that coincide with the screws for the attachment of the FC-Set on the telescope. 

In the following the movements of the most important components of the rotator due to gravity 

are listed, including the COG and the focal plane of the instrument and of the optical bench, the 

pick-off mirror and the folding mirror. For the COGs there are no rotation values available due 

to the chosen type of element. Other fields marked with a “minus” had insignificantly small 

values. The directions of the applied gravity correspond to a mounting position on the B-side of 

the telescope. 

The resulting maximum pupil errors are calculated with the files Error_pupila_FC-Set_*.xls (* 

for 80kg, 540kg and 1000kg) whose employed equations are described in chapter 5. 

 

It should be taken into consideration that gravity perpendicular to the rotator axis causes a de-

centring between rotor and stator of the rotator motor and because of that additional radial 

forces. These forces are not considered in this analysis. In case of the model ETEL TMB0990-

050 the radial force ascends to 8884,5N/mm decentring (see also the corresponding motor 

handbook from ETEL). 

 

 

Reference point Node 

Instrument COG 169 

Instrument Focal Plane 8494 

Optical bench COG 3632 

Optical bench Focal Plane 8473 

Folding Mirror 3638 

Pick-off Mirror 3668 

Table 8  Node numbers of the reference 

points. 

 

 

Gravity in –Y-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instr. FP without Weight - -0,047 - -0,023 - - 

Table 9  Movements of instrument focal plane due to gravity without instrument weight, displacements 

are indicated in millimetres and rotations in milliradians; values required for aligning the FC-Set. These 

values enter in the cells D21 and F21 of data sheet Instr. - M3 Data of annexes A 5 to A 7 
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80kg Science Instrument 

 

Gravity in X-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG 0,092 - - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane 0,065 - - - -0,051 -0,004 

Optical bench COG 0,033 0,001 - - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane 0,040 - - -0,005 -0,048 0,010 

Folding Mirror 0,053 -0,001 - -0,005 -0,082 0,023 

Pick-off Mirror 0,059 -0,001 0,001 -0,005 -0,082 0,026 

Gravity in –Y-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - -0,092 - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - -0,065 - -0,051 - - 

Optical bench COG - -0,046 -0,014 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - -0,046 -0,014 0,007 - - 

Folding Mirror - -0,053 -0,014 -0,044 - -0,001 

Pick-off Mirror - -0,053 -0,003 -0,044 - -0,001 

Gravity in Z-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - 0,003 0,022 - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - 0,001 0,023 0,003 - - 

Optical bench COG - 0,004 0,023 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - 0,002 0,023 -0,012 - 0,002 

Folding Mirror - -0,003 0,024 -0,048 -0,001 0,003 

Pick-off Mirror 0,001 -0,003 0,037 -0,052 -0,001 0,003 

Table 10  Movements of instrument and optical elements due to gravity, displacements are indicated in 

millimetres and rotations in milliradians, instrument weight is 80kg, centre of gravity at 500mm from 

focal plane (7900mm from telescope centre). These values enter in the cells G-H11-13, G-H30-32, G50-

52, G56-58, G70-72 and G76-78 of data sheets Gravity in X, Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 5. 
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540kg Science Instrument 

 

Gravity in X-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG 0,291 - - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane 0,175 - - - -0,210 -0,004 

Optical bench COG 0,016 0,001 - - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane 0,048 - - -0,005 -0,204 0,009 

Folding Mirror 0,088 -0,001 - -0,005 -0,238 0,022 

Pick-off Mirror 0,094 -0,001 0,001 -0,005 -0,238 0,025 

Gravity in –Y-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - -0,292 - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - -0,175 - -0,210 - - 

Optical bench COG - -0,029 -0,052 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - -0,054 -0,053 -0,157 - -0,001 

Folding Mirror - -0,087 -0,052 -0,200 - -0,001 

Pick-off Mirror - -0,087 -0,003 -0,200 - -0,001 

Gravity in Z-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - 0,003 0,044 - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - 0,001 0,051
13

 0,003 - - 

Optical bench COG - 0,004 0,039 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - 0,002 0,038 -0,012 - 0,003 

Folding Mirror - -0,003 0,040 -0,049 -0,001 0,003 

Pick-off Mirror 0,001 -0,003 0,052 -0,052 -0,001 0,003 

Table 11  Movements of instrument and optical elements due to gravity, displacements are indicated in 

millimetres and rotations in milliradians, instrument weight is 80kg, centre of gravity at 500mm from 

focal plane (7900mm from telescope centre). These values enter in the cells G-H11-13, G-H30-32, G50-

52, G56-58, G70-72 and G76-78 of data sheets Gravity in X, Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 6. 
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 This value is not representative since the bars that support the instrument weight widen the attachment 

flange pulling on the bars going to the focal plane center what result in an additional displacement in 

positive Z-direction. For the gravitational deformation analysis the Z-displacement of the instrument 

attachment flange is taken (0,039mm). 

In case of the 80kg-instrument these differences are smaller and not taken into account. 
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1000kg Science Instrument 

 

Gravity in X-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG 0,491 - - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane 0,284 - - - -0,368 -0,004 

Optical bench COG 0,001 0,001 - - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane 0,056 - - -0,005 -0,360 0,008 

Folding Mirror 0,122 -0,001 - -0,005 -0,394 0,022 

Pick-off Mirror 0,128 -0,001 0,001 -0,005 -0,394 0,025 

Gravity in –Y-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - -0,491 - - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - -0,284 - -0,368 - - 

Optical bench COG - -0,013 -0,091 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - -0,062 -0,091 -0,313 - -0,001 

Folding Mirror - -0,122 -0,091 -0,356 - -0,001 

Pick-off Mirror - -0,122 -0,003 -0,356 - -0,001 

Gravity in Z-direction 

 X Y Z RotX RotY RotZ 

Instrument COG - 0,003 0,066 - - - 

Instrument Focal Plane - 0,001 0,079
14

 0,003 - - 

Optical bench COG - 0,004 0,054 - - - 

Optical bench Focal Plane - 0,002 0,054 -0,012 - 0,002 

Folding Mirror - -0,004 0,056 -0,047 -0,001 0,003 

Pick-off Mirror 0,001 -0,004 0,068 -0,052 -0,001 0,003 

Table 12  Movements of instrument and optical elements due to gravity, displacements are indicated in 

millimetres and rotations in milliradians, instrument weight is 1000kg, centre of gravity at 500mm from 

focal plane (7900mm from telescope centre). These values enter in the cells G-H11-13, G-H30-32, G50-

52, G56-58, G70-72 and G76-78 of data sheets Gravity in X, Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 7. 
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 This value is not representative since the bars that support the instrument weight widen the attachment 

flange pulling on the bars going to the focal plane center what result in an additional displacement in 

positive Z-direction. For the gravitational deformation analysis the Z-displacement of the instrument 

attachment flange is taken (0,057mm). 

In case of the 80kg-instrument these differences are smaller and not taken into account. 
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4.2.2 Local analysis of elevation ring interface 

While the FEM-model of the FC-Set is a isolated look on its behaviour, a model of the interface 

with the telescope tube structure helps to come closer to the real situation of the FC-Set in its 

environment. 

For this analysis a section of the elevation ring with the rotator attachment flange was modelled 

(A 4). The model is mainly built with SHELL63 elements, except the connections of the force 

attack point (at 7900mm from telescope centre) and the centre of the focal plane (at 7400mm 

from telescope centre) which are made with PIPE16 elements. 

The sheets forming the elevation ring have a thickness of 10mm, the wall of the through hole 

has 6mm, the attachment flange 15mm and the stiffener ribs 8mm, in which the upper and the 

lower one has 4mm because of the symmetry of the model (see Image 95). 
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Image 95  Model of a local section of the elevation ring containing the rotator attachment flange. 
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The applied forces with the tube in vertical position are calculated in function with the resulting 

moment over the attachment flange: 

 

 

mmd 6798
1
  telescope centre – attachment flange 
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2
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  telescope centre – instrument cog 
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This results in 12054N, 3770N, and 1514N for 1000kg, 540kg and 80kg instrument weight and 

1122N without instrument. The model is loaded with the half of the value because of the sym-

metry. 

The results are read on the focal plane at 7400mm from telescope centre and listed in the next 

tables (node 3424 in model AttachmentFlangeFC.txt). Values refer to the FC focal station coor-

dinate system; the rotation of the focal plane is not taken out of the model directly but calculated 

with the vertical displacement and the distance between the focal plane and the attachment 

flange. 

 

FC focal plane Displacement dy [mm] Rotation Rx [mrad] 

80kg-instrument -0,014 -0,018 

540kg-instrument -0,063 -0,084 

1000kg-instrument -0,112 -0,147 

Without instrument -0,010 -0,014 

Table 13  Tube in vertical position. These values enter in the cells D19 and F19 of 

data sheet Instr. - M3 Data of annexes A 5 to A 7. 
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In case of a force applied in axis, the faces of the elevation ring which are perpendicular to the 

force act like membranes. The displacements of these membranes are rested from the displace-

ment of the focal plane to obtain only the part induced by the counter flange inside the tube. The 

displacements of the membrane are included in the global FEM-model of the telescope tube. 

 

FC focal plane Displacement dz [mm] 

80kg-instrument -0,006 

540kg-instrument -0,012 

1000kg-instrument -0,016 

Table 14  Force applied in direction of the optical 

axis. These values enter in the cell E40 of data sheet 

Instr. - M3 Data of annexes A 5 to A 7, corrected by 

the angular position of the focal station. 

 

 

4.2.3 Strain in the rotator attachment flange 

The biggest strain appears with the 1000kg science instrument anchored on the FC-Set and is 

located in the lower and upper stiffener ribs of the attachment flange ascending to 42N/mm
2
. 
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Image 96  Strain analysis of the rotator attachment flange. 
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4.3 Dynamic Analysis 

The first two and the fifth Eigen frequencies of the rotator structure in case of the 80kg-

instrument and the first three ones in case of the 1000kg-instrument are two tilt-modes around 

the main axis perpendicular to the rotation axis and a piston-mode in direction of the rotation 

axis. These frequencies depend almost exclusively on the stiffness of the rotator bearing. 

The remaining frequencies shown by the FEM model are local modes of the support of the rota-

tor motor windings and the cable wrap slot. These obtained values are not meaningful since the 

own windings ring will contribute stiffness and in case of the cable chain slot the frequencies 

will depend to a great extent on the final design. 

The first six Eigen frequencies of the rotator carrying an 80kg-sience instrument are: 

 

f1 = 59,2Hz tilt 

f2 = 59,4Hz tilt 

f3 = 69,2Hz local mode 

f4 = 69,2Hz local mode 

f5 = 70,9Hz piston 

f6 = 73.3Hz local mode 

 

 

The first six Eigen frequencies of the rotator carrying a 1000kg-sience instrument are: 

 

f1 = 23,1Hz tilt 

f2 = 23,1Hz tilt 

f3 = 62,9Hz piston-twist 

f4 = 69,2Hz local mode 

f5 = 69,2Hz local mode 

f6 = 70,9Hz local mode 
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Image 97  First Eigen frequency, X-tilt, 26,6Hz. 
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Image 98  Second Eigen frequency, Y-tilt, 26,7Hz. 
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Image 99  Third Eigen frequency, Z-tip, 70,9Hz. 
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Combined Eigen frequencies 

The results of the gravitational deformations of the FC-Set and the attachment flange on the 

elevation ring can be combined getting a more realistic statement of the eigen frequencies of the 

FC-Set mounted on the telescope structure. 

First, a correction factor is determined between the frequency calculated with the vertical dis-

placement of the FC-Set due to gravity and the corresponding frequency of the first tilt-mode. 

For this it is necessary to know where the common cog of rotator and instrument is located and 

what is its displacement. The cog of the rotator is located at 0,25m from its interface with the 

telescope (see chapter 9 or file annex A 9). So, the location of the common cog can be deter-

mined by  
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The focal plane located at 0,59m from the rotator case rear wall has a displacement of 0,284mm 

due to gravity with a 1000kg instrument what correspond to δccog = 0,323mm for the common 

cog of instrument and rotator at 0,67m. 

 

The calculated frequency is 
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Hzf
c
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And the corresponding frequency got by FEM-analysis is 
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The correction factor results then in 
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The calculated combined eigen frequency for the FC-Set mounted on the telescope tube struc-

ture takes into account the displacement of the FC-Set and the deformation of the attachment 

flange due to gravity resulting in  
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The component of the displacement caused by the attachment flange, δfl, is calculated with the 

rotation of the attachment flange (see chapter 4.2.2) and the distance of the common cog to it. 
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   0,0125m is the distance between the rotator case rear 

wall and the central plane of the attachment flange. 
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83,0·4,23 Hzf   

 

Hzf 4,19  

 

The first two Eigen frequency of the rotator carrying a 1000kg instrument will be about 19Hz 

taking into consideration the interface with the telescope tube structure. 

 

The same method can be applied in case of the piston-mode, the third eigen frequency in the 

dynamic analysis with a 1000kg instrument. The numbers then remain in the following way: 

 

mm
ccog

057,0  (assumed that the displacement of the common cog of rotator and in-

strument is the same than the instrument attachment flange) 
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66
1
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F  
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fl
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Hzf 3,58  

 

The piston mode of the rotator carrying a 1000kg instrument will be about 58Hz taking into 

consideration the interface with the telescope tube structure. 
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5. ERROR BUDGET 

The results of the finite element analysis described in chapter 4 are used to analyse two impor-

tant errors that appear in the interaction between the FC-Set and the telescope 

 

a) Relative pupil
15

 displacement between science instrument and A&G optics 

b) Absolute pupil displacement with respect to the science instrument 

 

Both, displacements or errors have different reasons. In case a the displacement is caused by 

gravitational deformations of the FC-Set itself while it is rotating around its own axis. To that 

are added fabrication and mounting errors of the different components of the FC-Set. In case b 

the displacement is caused by gravitational deformations of the FC-Set and the telescope tube 

structure while the tube is moving. Here fabrication and mounting errors also have influence as 

well as errors during integration of the FC-Set on the telescope structure. 

The displacements are expressed in percent of the radius of the secondary mirror (580mm) in 

which the tolerance for the relative pupil displacement is fixed in 1,0% and for the absolute 

pupil displacement with respect to the instrument in 2,0%. 

Other errors we have a look on in this chapter are lateral position uncertainty, lateral position 

repeatability and lateral position stability of the probe mirror. 

 

 

5.1 Relative pupil displacement between science instrument and A&G op-
tics 

5.1.1 Relative pupil displacement by gravity 

To determine the relative pupil displacement due to gravity, the point of observation is put one 

time onto the focal plane of the optical bench of A&G and another time onto the focal plane of 

the instrument, looking in both cases towards M2. The movements of the rotator structure, pick-

off mirror, folding mirror and optical bench will make see M2 in another position. 

In case of the observation from the optical bench, M2 is reflected over the planes of the pick-off 

mirror and the folding mirror (see Image 100). 
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 In case of the telescope the pupil is the secondary mirror. 
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Image 100  Reflecting M2 over the Mirror Planes. 

 

 

To describe the reflections mathematically the following equations are used. Image 101 makes 

more comprehensible equations 1a and 2a. 
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Image 101  Reflecting a point over a plane. 
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The equations above you can find again in the sheets Gravity in X, Gravity in –Y and Gravity in 

Z in annexes A 5 to A 7. These sheets are feed with the results of the FEM model (A 1), below 

the brown marked cells. On the bottom of the sheets there is indicated the pupil displacement in 

percent of the M2 radius. Table 15 shows the results of the mentioned sheets. 

 

 

Gravity in Pupil displacement in % of M2 radius 

X ±0,21 

-Y ±0,19 

Z ±0,07 

Table 15  Results of the FEM analysis for relative pupil dis-

placement between science instrument and A&G optics due 

to gravity, 80kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal 

plane. Values from cell F-G88 of data sheets Gravity in X, 

Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 5. 

 

Gravity in Pupil displacement in % of M2 radius 

X ±0,20 

-Y ±0,18 

Z ±0,06 

Table 16  Results of the FEM analysis for relative pupil dis-

placement between science instrument and A&G optics due 

to gravity, 540kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal 

plane. Values from cell F-G88 of data sheets Gravity in X, 

Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 6. 

 

Gravity in Pupil displacement in % of M2 radius 

X ±0,20 

-Y ±0,20 

Z ±0,07 

Table 17  Results of the FEM analysis for relative pupil dis-

placement between science instrument and A&G optics due 

to gravity, 1000kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal 

plane. Values from cell F-G88 of data sheets Gravity in X, 

Gravity in -Y and Gravity in Z of annex A 7. 
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Point of observation set on optical bench focal plane 

The effects of gravitational deformation also can be analysed looking where on the optical 

bench focal plane hits a light beam, which is concentrically and perpendicular to the instrument 

attachment flange. This deviation is calculated in the last three sheets Error OB-FP gravity X, -

Y and Z of annexes A 5 to A 7. 

In these three sheets, on the right side, first the deformed FC-Set is pushed back as a rigid body 

in that way that the instrument focal plane correspond again with its nominal position without 

applying gravity. Additionally the rotation of the instrument focal plane is rested from the fold-

ing mirrors and the optical bench focal plane. 
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Image 102  Arrangement for determining the error on the optical bench focal plane. 
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Now, the point of observation is set on M2 looking towards the focal plane of the optical bench 

passing the two folding mirrors. The applied equations also follow the same principal like in 

point 5.1.1 reflecting the optical bench focal plane over the two mirrors. 

The result is the deviation of a light beam aligned with the instrument attachment flange on the 

optical bench focal plane, indicated on the bottom of the sheets. 

 

 

Gravity in 
Displacements on optical bench focal plane in mm 

dx dy dz 

X ±0,022 ±0,003 ±0,001 

-Y ±0,000 ±0,006 ±0,003 

Z ±0,001 ±0,018 ±0,013 

Table 18  Results of the FEM analysis for displacements of a light beam 

aligned with the instrument on the focal plane of the optical bench due to 

gravity; 80kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal plane. Values 

from cell C57-59 of data sheets Error OB-FP gravity X, -Y and Z of an-

nex A 5. 

 

Gravity in 
Displacements on optical bench focal plane in mm 

dx dy dz 

X ±0,029 ±0,003 ±0,001 

-Y ±0,000 ±0,005 ±0,002 

Z ±0,001 ±0,020 ±0,014 

Table 19  Results of the FEM analysis for displacements of a light beam 

aligned with the instrument on the focal plane of the optical bench due to 

gravity; 540kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal plane. Values 

from cell C57-59 of data sheets Error OB-FP gravity X, -Y and Z of an-

nex A 6. 

 

Gravity in 
Displacements on optical bench focal plane in mm 

dx dy dz 

X ±0,037 ±0,003 ±0,001 

-Y ±0,000 ±0,014 ±0,003 

Z ±0,001 ±0,020 ±0,011 

Table 20  Results of the FEM analysis for displacements of a light beam 

aligned with the instrument on the focal plane of the optical bench due to 

gravity; 1000kg instrument with cog at 500mm from focal plane. Values 

from cell C57-59 of data sheets Error OB-FP gravity X, -Y and Z of an-

nex A 7. 
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5.1.2 Relative pupil displacement by fabrication and mounting errors 

Apart from the gravity, fabrication and mounting errors have influence on the pupil displace-

ment. As the error is defined by a relative displacement of the pupil between the science instru-

ment and the A&G optics, in principal all mechanical interfaces between them are involved. 

In order to keep the final error minimum the aim is to machine the key surfaces in the same 

working step. In the following is presented a possible working step sequence for the machining 

of the rotating part. 

 

 

Step 1 Machine outer attachment flange of the inner rotating structure (see Image 103) 

 

Rotator Bearing Interface

Turn Table

Bearing Interface

Interface with

outer rotating structure

Rotator Bearing Interface

Turn Table

Bearing Interface
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outer rotating structure

 

Image 103  Front view of the inner rotating structure. 
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Step 2 Machine the interfaces with the rotator bearing and the turn table bearing (see Image 

104) 

 

Rotator Bearing Interface

Turn Table

Bearing Interface

Rotator Bearing Interface

Turn Table

Bearing Interface

 

Image 104  Back view of the inner rotating structure. 

 

Step 3 Screw the outer rotating structure to the inner rotating structure machining the instru-

ment attachment flange (see Image 104) 

 

Instrument attachment flangeInstrument attachment flangeInstrument attachment flange

 

Image 105  Front view of the rotating structure. 
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In this way it is possible to achieve very good parallelism and concentricity between interfaces 

with the rotator bearing, the turn table bearing and the instrument attachment flange. The inter-

faces between inner and outer rotating structure and the magnets fixing ring in between does not 

have influence any more. 

 

The remaining surfaces are considered in the following way (from annex A 8): 

 

 

 Surface Tolerance 

Value 

[mm, mrad] 

Effective 

Distance 

[mm] 

Radial 

Deviation 

on Pupil 

[mm] 

1 Instrument Attachment Flange Flatness 0,04 1150 0,63 

2  H7 Fit 0/0,105 - 0,105 

3 Turn table bearing attachment flange Parallelism with 1 0,02 780 0,47 

4  H7 Fit 0/0,08 - - 

5 Turn table bearing, outer ring Flatness 0,012 780 0,28 

6  h7 Fit 0/-0,08 - 0,16 

7 Turn table bearing, inner ring Flatness 0,012 669 0,33 

8  Radial Run-out 0,03 - 0,03 

9 Turn table base plate Flatness 0,02 135 2,69 

10  Concentricity 0,05 - 0,05 

11 Turn table optics attachment flange Parallelism with 9 0,02 200 1,81 

12 Optic Box attachment flange Flatness 0,02 200 1,81 

13 Axial Positioner attachment flange Flatness 0,02 270 1,34 

14 Axial Positioner lateral position Parall. to opt. axis 0,02 270 1,34 

15 Arm motor attachment flange Parallelism with 9 0,02 155 2,34 

16 Arm motor Wobble 0,020 - 0,36 

  Eccentricity 0,004 - 0,00 

      

   sum 4,88 
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5.1.3 Total differential pupil displacement 

The total differential pupil deviation between science instrument and A&G optics due to gravity 

and fabrication and mounting errors will result in: 

 

22

fmgravtot
ddd   

mmd
grav

22,1   (0,21% de 580mm, see Table 15) 

mmd
fm

12,4  

 

mmd
tot

03,5  

 

 

 

The permissible displacement of 5,8mm (1,0%) is not exceeded. 

However, this value can be reduced following the same procedure described before, i.e. machin-

ing mounted parts. So, the optic box could be mounted on the turn table tower machining the 

interfaces for the axial positioner. The clamping of the parts during machining should have to be 

studied well avoiding deformations. Another possibility could be an adjustment system for the 

axial positioner aligning the movement axis with the optical axis. 

 

tot
d  Total pupil displacement 

grav
d  Pupil displacement due 

to gravity 

fm
d  Pupil displacement due 

to fabrication and 

mounting errors 
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5.2 Absolute pupil displacement with respect to the science instrument 

5.2.1 Absolute pupil displacement by gravity 

In this case there has to be considered not only the movements of the instrument but also the 

gravitational deformations of the telescope tube, the rotator attachment flange and the tertiary 

mirror tower. 

The sheet Instr. – M3 Data of the annexes A 5 to A 7 unites all the available values of deforma-

tions of the different components for vertical and horizontal position of the telescope tube. The 

movements of the FC-rotator are taken over directly from the rotator FEM model. 

The movements of the tube structure, the attachment flange for the FC-rotator and the tertiary 

mirror tower (M3) are composed by both measured and calculated displacements and rotations 

and are analyzed in the following looking on three important points: 

 

a) Rotation of M3 

b) Relative movement between M1-axis and M3-vertex 

c) Displacement and Rotation of the FC focal station 

 

Note: All the values for displacements and rotations are referred to the telescope tube coordi-

nate system (for its definition see document GTC coordinate systems, R 7). 

 

a) Rotation of M3 

The rotation of M3 has several reasons: The main part of the rotation is caused by deformations 

of the own tower structure and its components and another part is contributed by the global rota-

tion and a local deformation of the M1-cell. 

 

Rotation of the tower and its mechanisms 

The rotations of M3 due to gravity with the tertiary mirror tower in horizontal position were 

measured in factory (see document Tertiary Tower: Measurement of rotation under gravity, R 

4). Since this measurements were realized remaining the tower in horizontal position it will be 

necessary to use the results of the FEM analysis of the tower by way of comparison to get an 

opinion about the rotation of M3 changing the tube its position (these results are in the annex of 

the same document). 

With the measured rotation value (tower in horizontal position with mirror normal in vertical 

plane) and the corresponding calculated value a factor of correction is determined. The sub-

scripts of equations 1 to 5 refers to the coordinate system used in the document mentioned 

above. 
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Measured Rotation Ry 

 

º210º120
VHzR

Ym
  (1) 

mradR
Ym

587,0  

 

Corresponding calculated Rotation (FEM) 

 

mradmradRRR
OYYOXYYc

000778,0385,0
)()(

  (2) 

mradR
Yc

386,0  

 

Factor of correction Fc 

 

52,1
Yc

Ym

C
R

R
F  (3) 

 

The resulting rotation for M3, only due to the deformations of the own tertiary tower structure 

for the vertical position of the tube is therefore: 

 

mradR

mradFRR

Y

COZYY

248,0

52,1163,0
)(




 (4) 

 

And for the horizontal position: 

 

mradR

mradFRR

Y

COXYY

585,0

52,1385,0
)(




 (5) 

 

 

Global rotation and local deformation of the M1-cell 

Image 106 shows the vertical displacements of M1- and M3-vertex changing the tube from ver-

tical to horizontal position (values from document Informe de verificación de la estructura del 

telescopio, R 6). The value of 0,944mm is composed by global rotation of the own tertiary mir-

ror tower and a local deformation of the M1-cell. Since the displacement value for the M3-tower 
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got by FEM analysis is 0,629mm and multiplied by a correction factor of 1,33
16

 ascends to 

0,837mm. The difference of 0,107mm is signed to local deformations of the M1-cell what cor-

responds to additional 0,027mrad rotation of the tertiary tower. 

 

 

1,6mm

0,056mm 0,014mrad

2,6mm

0,944mm

4000mm

M1-vertex M3-vertex

M1-axis in vertical position

M1-axis in horizontal position

1,6mm

0,056mm 0,014mrad

2,6mm

0,944mm

4000mm

M1-vertex M3-vertex

M1-axis in vertical position

M1-axis in horizontal position

 

 

Image 106  Vertical displacements of M1- and M3-vertex moving the tube from vertical to horizontal; 

horizontal displacements are not considered (seen from the Nasmyth platform A). 

 

So the total rotation of M3 in horizontal position of the telescope tube is composed by (sub-

scripts refer to the tube coordinate system) 

 

mradR

mradmradmradRRRR

XM

axisXMlocalXMYXM

626,0

014,0027,0585,0

3

113




 (6) 

 

The change of the angle of incidence that see the FC focal station finally is two times the rota-

tion angle of M3 (see Image 107). 

 

                                                      
16

 This correction factor is obtained by the results of the deflection measurements of the tower in horizon-

tal position and the corresponding FEM calculations, Ftrans = 1,05mm/0,79mm = 1,33 (See anex 1731-

realdef.mcd of the document Tertiary Tower: Factory Test Report Results in horizontal position, R 5). 
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2·RXM3

M3-vertex
M3-tower

M3 Incoming light

FC focal station

Tube in vertical position

Tube in horizontal position

2·RXM3

M3-vertex
M3-tower

M3 Incoming light

FC focal station

Tube in vertical position

Tube in horizontal position
 

 

Image 107  Deviation of the Light path due to the rotation of M3 seen from the Nasmyth platform A. 

 

 

b) Relative movement between M1-axis and M3-vertex 

The relative movement between M1-axis and M3-vertex was measured during the final verifica-

tion of the telescope structure (Informe de verificación de la estructura del telescopio, R 6) 

passing the M1-axis with the tube in horizontal position approximately 1mm above the M3-

vertex (see Image 106 and Image 108). This causes a lateral image motion of z = 1mm on the 

focal plane since the secondary mirror always is aligned with the M1-axis. 
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Image 108  Vertical displacement of M3. 

 

 

c) Displacement and rotation of the FC focal station 

This last component is composed of the displacements and rotations of the telescope tube struc-

ture, the FC attachment flange and the FC-Set itself changing the tube its position. 

 

Telescope tube structure 

The values were obtained from the FEM models PPV2.db and PPH2.db, annexes from the Tele-

scope Structure Stress Report, R 8. Values in the table refer to tube coordinate system (see GTC 

coordinate systems, R 7). The Folded Cassegrain focal stations were loaded with the corre-

sponding weight for a FC-Set with 1000kg and cog at 7050mm distance to the telescope tube 

centre and a science instrument with 80kg (1000kg) at 7900mm. The load point (read out point) 

in the model is at 7900mm and the point of reference was considered at about 6850mm (eleva-

tion ring outer face). Observed node is 1363 corresponding to focal station E. 

The following image and equations explain the loads for the node that represents the focal sta-

tion E in the FEM model. 
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6850Distance to telscope center 7050 7400 7900

1000kg

Rotator

80kg (1000kg)

Sience instrument

l1
l2

Elevation ring

outer surface

6850Distance to telscope center 7050 7400 7900

1000kg

Rotator

80kg (1000kg)

Sience instrument

l1
l2

Elevation ring

outer surface

 

 

 

2

21
··

l

lmlm
m instrrot

m


  

kgm
m

190  without instrument 

kgm
m

270  in case of a 80kg instrument 

kgm
m

730  in case of a 540kg instrument 

kgm
m

1190  in case of a 1000kg instrument 

 

 

 

Tube position 
TX TY TZ RX RY RZ 

[mm] [mrad] 

Vertical -15 -118 -574 76 4 -15 

Table 21  Displacements and rotations for the inner FC focal station on side B for 1000kg (1000kg rota-

tor at 7050mm without science instrument). These values enter in the cells C-H11 of data sheet Instr. - 

M3 Data of annexes A 5 to A 7. 

 

Tube position 
TX TY TZ RX RY RZ 

[mm] [mrad] 

Vertical -0,015 -0,120 -0,598 0,089 0,000 -0,016 

Horizontal 0,083 0,401 0,425 -0,051 -0,022 0,065 

Table 22  Displacements and rotations for the inner FC focal station on side B for 1080kg (1000kg rota-

tor at 7050mm and 80kg science instrument at 7900mm distance). These values enter in the cells C-H10 

and C-H32 of data sheet Instr. - M3 Data of annex A 5. 

 

 

m
m  Model load 

rot
m  Rotator weight 

instr
m  Instrument weight 

1
l  distance from outer surface of 

elevation ring to cog of rotator 

2
l  distance from outer surface of 

elevation ring to cog of instru-

ment 
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Tube position 
TX TY TZ RX RY RZ 

[mm] [mrad] 

Vertical -17 -131 -739 165 -21 -18 

Horizontal 83 470 433 -52 -22 52 

Table 23  Displacements and rotations for the inner FC focal station on side B for 1540kg (1000kg rota-

tor at 7050mm and 540kg science instrument at 7900mm distance). These values enter in the cells C-H10 

and C-H32 of data sheet Instr. - M3 Data of annex A 6. 

 

Tube position 
TX TY TZ RX RY RZ 

[mm] [mrad] 

Vertical -0,019 -0,143 -0,880 0,241 -0,043 -0,019 

Horizontal 0,084 0,539 0,441 -0,053 -0,023 0,039 

Table 24  Displacements and rotations for the inner FC focal station on side B for 2000kg (1000kg rota-

tor at 7050mm and 1000kg science instrument at 7900mm distance). These values enter in the cells C-

H10 and C-H32 of data sheet Instr. - M3 Data of annex A 7. 

 

 

FC focal station attachment flange 

The movements of the FC focal station due to the flexibility of the attachment flange on the 

telescope are obtained by a local FEM analysis and can be found in chapter 4. 

 

 

FC-Set 

The displacements and rotations of the isolated FC-Set due to gravity, loaded with an 80kg 

(1000kg) instrument, you can find in chapter 4. 
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Results 

In the sheets Instr. – M3 vertical and Instr. – M3 interm. pos. of the annexes A 5 to A 7 the 

principal of the first three sheets of the same files is followed looking from the FC focal station 

towards M2 determining where it ends up. The same equations like in point 5.1.1 are used to 

reflect M2 over the M3 plane. On the bottom of the sheets the result is indicated in percent of 

M2 radius. 

 

X

Y

Z

FC

M2

M3

X

Y

Z

Tube Coordinate System

Elevation Axis

18º

X

Y

Z

FC

M2

M3

X

Y

Z

Tube Coordinate System

Elevation Axis

18º

 

 

Image 109  Arrangement of M2, M3 and FC focal station. 

 

 

In the upper part of the sheet Instr. – M3 Data all the deformation data for the vertical tube posi-

tion is introduced and referred to the FC focal station coordinate system (see Image 109). The 

deformations without science instrument are also listed and used to calculate the final mounting 

position of the FC-Set. Data for M1 is not introduced since differential measurements between 

vertical and horizontal position have been used. 

The resulting displacements and rotations for the FC-Set are a sum of the single movements of 

the own FC-Set, the attachment flange on the elevation ring and the telescope tube structure 

(cells C-H24). Right underneath compensation values for displacement dy and rotation rotx are 
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added, used to find the optimum mounting position in function with a minimum pupil error. 

These values can be found in cells P27 and P28. Sheet Instr. - M3 vertical is fed with the values 

for the vertical tube position. 

Under that all the data for the horizontal position is listed, also referred to the FC focal station 

coordinate system. Here are used the values measured on site between vertical and horizontal 

position. The values for the own FC-Set are obtained from analysis results with gravity applied 

in X and in Z direction taking into account the 18º-position of the focal station on the elevation 

ring of the tube. Since M2 aligns with the optical axis of M1, its displacements are calculated 

from the displacements of M1 and the rotation in connection with M1 rotations. 

On the bottom of the sheet, values for an intermediate position of the tube of 60º (0º is the verti-

cal position) are calculated since this position represents the lower observation limit. Here the 

compensation values mentioned above appear again. Sheet Instr. - M3 interm. pos. is fed with 

the values for the intermediate tube position. 

On the right side of the sheet a flexibility factor can be introduced which actuates directly over 

the flexibility of the FC-Set. Below them the compensation values can be found and the final 

mounting values for the FC-Set without instrument and in vertical tube position. 

Table 25 resumes the results for the absolute pupil error with respect to the science instrument 

due to gravity. It can be seen that a heavier science instrument is more favourably concerning 

the pupil error. 

The isolated pupil error and the corresponding compensation and mounting values result from 

an optimisation with a fixed instrument weight, 80, 540 0 1000kg. Since the instrument rotator 

should be mounted with the mounting values for a 540kg-instrument, the pupil error changes for 

lighter or heavier instruments, shown in the column “Common Pupil Error”. 

The final mounting values for the instrument rotator with respect to the Folded Cassegrain axis 

and without instrument are: 

 

mmd
y

668,0   and 

mradrot
x

567,0  (instrument looking downwards) 

 

Instrument 

Weight 

[kg] 

Isolated 

Pupil Error 

[% of M2-

Radius] 

Compensation Common 

Pupil Error 

[% of M2-

Radius]
17

 

Mounting Values 

dy [μm] rotx [μrad] dy [μm] rotx [μrad] 

80 ±1,09 -26 463 1,75/0,44 -657 355 

540 ±0,86 -37 675 ±0,86 -668 567 

1000 ±0,67 -50 899 0,07/1,34 -681 791 

Table 25  Absolute pupil error respect to the science instrument due to gravity, for 80kg, 540kg and 

1000kg instrument with cog at 500mm. The isolated pupil error is with optimisation for the correspond-

ing weight and common pupil error for the instruments between 80kg and 1000kg using compensation 

values for the medium instrument. 

                                                      
17

 First value is for vertical position and second value for 60º position of the tube. 
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5.2.2 Absolute pupil displacement by fabrication and mounting errors 

In the case of the absolute pupil displacement respect to the science instrument less components 

of the rotator are involved then in the case of the relative pupil displacement between A&G 

optics and the instrument, but here the alignment of the FC-Set with the telescope plays a im-

portant part. 

Both, the initial inclination as well as the vertical position of the FC-Set has influence on the 

final pupil movement. On the right side of data sheet Instr. – M3 Data of the annexes A 5 to A 7 

compensation values for mounting inclination and mounting position are determined keeping 

the final pupil displacement minimum. 

In the following the effects of the different components of the rotator and the alignment errors 

of the rotator itself are listed. Since the rotator will be aligned taking as reference the instrument 

attachment flange not rotating surfaces does not have influences in this count (sheet can be 

found in annex A 8. 

 

 Surface Tolerance 

Value 

[mm, mrad] 

Effective 

Distance 

[mm] 

Radial 

Deviation 

on Pupil 

[mm] 

1 Instrument Attachment Flange Flatness 0,04 1150 0,63 

2  H7 Fit 0/0,105 - 0,105 

3 Rotator bearing attachment flange Parallelism with 1 0,02 909 0,40 

4  h7 Fit 0/-0,09 - - 

5 Rotator bearing, inner ring Flatness 0,012 909 0,24 

6  H7 Fit 0/0,09 - 0,18 

8  Radial Run-out 0,03 - 0,03 

9 Rotator alignment Concentricity [mm] 0,5 - 0,50 

10  Inclination [mrad] 0,1 - 1,81 

      

   sum 2,05 

 

5.2.3 Total pupil displacement 

The total pupil deviation with respect to the science instrument due to gravity and fabrication 

and mounting errors will result in: 

 

22

fmgravtot
ddd   

mmd
grav

15,10   (1,75% de 580mm, see Table 25) 

mmd
fm

05,2  

mmd
tot

35,10  

 

The permissible displacement of 11,6mm (2,0%) is not exceeded. 

tot
d  total pupil displacement 

grav
d  pupil displacement due to 

gravity 

fm
d  pupil displacement due to 

fabrication and mounting 

errors 
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5.3 Probe Mirror Positioning 

In the probe mirror positioning the lateral position repeatability and stability respect to the sci-

ence camera, i.e. the science instrument, are of interest. The first one refers to the precision with 

that a certain position can be reached and the second one to the ability to maintain this position 

over the whole operation range of the telescope and the instrument rotator. 

 

5.3.1 Lateral Position Repeatability 

The lateral position repeatability of the A&G probe mirror is composed among others things by 

gravitational deformations, encoder accuracy and non-repetitive bearing run-outs. Its maximum 

value for the two-dimensional uncertainty is 16,5μm (0,02arcsec), established in the document 

FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1). 

The values for the gravitational deformations are taken from the FEM analysis described in 

chapter 4. It is assumed that these deformations can be modelled and corrected in 80%. Respect 

to the encoders a calibration is considered reducing the remaining uncertainty also an 80%. 

 

Source
18

  Δd [μm] 

Gravitational displacements (0,037mm, 80% modelled)
19

  7 

Radial run-out of Turn Table bearing (6μm, non-repetitive=3μm)  3 

Radial run-out of Probe Arm Bearing (4μm, non-repetitive=2μm)  2 

Arm Motor Encoder Accuracy (0,005º at R=250mm, 80% modelled)  4 

Turn Table Encoder Accuracy (3'' at R=280mm, 80% modelled)  1 

Turn Table Brake Backlash (2x0,5º estimated, i=1000, R=280mm)
20

  2 

Turn Table Brake Clamping motion (2x0,5º estimated, i=1000, R=280mm)  2 

Global thermal displacements rotator structure (modelling precision 0,5º, 

R=280mm) 

 
2 

Differential thermal displacements arm / rotator structure (modelling precision 

0,5º, R=280mm) 

 
2 

   

Total  10 

Margin  13 

 

 

5.3.2 Lateral Position Stability 

Unlike in case of the repeatability in the count for the stability enters the complete gravitational 

deformation since the rotator is moving. Further the brake backlash is counted and global and 

local thermal displacements. For the global thermal gradient the value for thermal variation over 

two hours is considered and for the local one the value for thermal variation over a quarter hour, 

                                                      
18

 Values are half peak to Peak values. 
19

 Maximum value is 37μm for a 1000kg science instrument and gravity in X-direction. 
20

 The manufacturer of the selected motors indicates a cero-backlash operation for the brakes but as a 

precaution brake backlash and clamping motion are considered. 
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both defined in the document FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1). Latter is additionally con-

sidered since the probe arm has a much smaller thermal inertia then the rotator structure. 

The maximum value for the two-dimensional stability is 82,6μm (0,1arcsec), established in the 

document FC Focal Stations Specifications (R 1). 

 

Source
21

  Δd [μm] 

Gravitational displacements
22

  74 

Turn Table Brake Backlash (2x0,5º estimated, i=1000, R=280mm)
23

  2 

Global thermal displacements rotator structure (2,4º, R=280mm)
24

  8 

Differential thermal displacements arm / rotator structure (0,9º, 

R=280mm)
25

 

 
3 

   

Total  75 

Margin  35 

 

 

5.3.3 Axial Position Repeatability 

The maximum value for the axial repeatability is 25μm, established in the document FC Focal 

Stations Specifications (R 1). 

 

Source
26

  Δd [μm] 

Gravitational displacements (0,013mm, 80% modelled)
27

  1 

Axial run-out of Turn Table bearing (6μm, non-repetitive=3μm)  3 

Wobble Probe Arm Bearing (10μrad, non-repetitive=3μrad, R=280mm)  1 

Focusing mechanism  1 

Differential thermal displacements turn table tower / rotator structure 

(0,9º, H=230mm)
28

 

 
2 

   

Total  4 

Margin  25 

 

                                                      
21

 Values are peak to peak. 
22

 See Table 20. 
23

 The manufacturer of the selected motors indicates a cero-backlash operation for the brakes but as a 

precaution brake backlash and clamping motion are considered. 
24

 Temperature difference over 2h 
25

 Temperature difference over 15min 
26

 Values are plus-minus 
27

 Maximum value is 13μm for a 80kg science instrument and gravity in Z-direction. 
28

 Temperature difference over 15min. The distance indicated is the high of the turn table tower which has 

a smaller thermal inertia than the rotator structure. 
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6. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

For temperature control and monitoring three temperature sensors should be distributed over the 

FC-Set, one on the outer surface of the case, one on the turn table tower and the third one on the 

probe arm. The distribution is chosen in this way to detect temperature differences between 

probe arm / turn table tower and the rest of the rotator structure, apart of the global temperature 

of the rotator. 

 

 

7. INTEGRATION 

The integration of the FC-Set comprises modifications on the telescope tube structure on one 

hand and the alignment of the rotator itself on the other. Due to the proximity to the telescope 

mirrors the modifications on the tube structure will be a delicate work. The generation of dust 

and dirt has to be avoided and the manipulation of tools requires highest carefulness. 

In the following there is taken a closer look on both aspects. 

 

7.1 Modifications on the telescope structure 

The main interventions on the telescope tube structure will be the amplification and modifica-

tion of the elevation ring platform and the integration of the supports for the cabinets of the 

rotator mechanics, the A&G system and the science instrument. The mounting of the rotator 

itself and the cable chain guide only requires a few threads in the outer face of the elevation 

ring. 

Each configuration change on the telescope tube requires a mass compensation with respect to 

the elevation axis. So it will be necessary to install counterweights on the elevation ring oppos-

ing the Folded Cassegrain stations. A big part of them can be welded and another part has to be 

demountable, if possible with easy access and fast clamping mechanisms. 

All the works related with the modifications on the telescope structure will realise 

GRANTECAN, S.A. once the final design of the FC-Set is closed. 

 

Elevation Ring Platform 

The first modification of the elevation ring platform consists in the implementation of a cut-out 

giving space to the cable chain and its guide. This cut-out requires a handrail which is partially 

adapted to the form of the rotator. 

The second modification is the amplification of the platform width. This is necessary since the 

rotator juts out almost half a meter making difficult to get past. Certainly a mounted science 

instrument also obstructs the passage but has a smaller diameter so that a person can pass, if 

necessary, like crawling through under a normal table. This is why the inner focal station has 

been chosen to equip with instrument rotators. 
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Cabinet Supports 

Each FC-Set needs a set of cabinets, two fixed one for the rotator mechanics and the A&G sys-

tem, and additional two for the visiting science instrument. In case of these ones a fast clamping 

mechanism would be of advantage facilitating the exchange of the cabinets. Furthermore, the 

cabinet should have easy and fast access. The cabinets shown in Image 110 have the dimensions 

1300x850x610mm. 

An additional platform above the elevation ring would comply with these requirements favour-

ing at the same time the mass distribution of the telescope tube. The platform has to be extract-

able to not obstruct the space above the rotator which is needed for mounting and dismounting 

the science instrument with the dome crane. The mechanism can be realized by gear racks, 

chain and crank. The access to the platform can take place over the existing ladders on both 

ends of the elevation ring platform. 

 

 

Upper Tube

Elevation Ring

Cabinets

Extractible Platform

Cut-out for cable chain guide

Upper Tube

Elevation Ring

Cabinets

Extractible Platform

Cut-out for cable chain guide
 

 

Image 110  Simplified view of the zone around the Folded Cassegrain stations. Not shown are the access 

ladder to the extractable platform, the right FC-Set and the not relevant part of the tube structure. 
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7.2 Alignment 

The alignment tolerances for the FC-Set are 1,0mm lateral and 0,1mrad angular deviation from 

the nominal position (see document FC Focal Station Specifications R 1). The position in axis 

is not really important since the secondary mirror can vary the focal distance. 

Independently of the alignment method the FC-Set has to be moved in space for alignment. This 

is realized with the fixing bolts itself and with additional adjustment screws on both sides of the 

rotator which attacks on adjustment noses welded to the rotator case. The adjustment screws 

have flattened balls and are carried by supports which are mounted previously on the elevation 

ring. With the fixing bolts of the rotator the orientation of the rotator axis with respect to the 

optical axis can be modified. With the additional adjustment screws the offset of the rotator with 

respect to the optical axis and the angular position around the own axis is controlled. 

 

Rotator Case

Adjustment Nose

Adjustment Screw

Adjustment Screws Support

Rotator Case

Adjustment Nose

Adjustment Screw

Adjustment Screws Support

 

 

Image 111  Adjustment mechanism for alignment of the FC-Set. View without rotating part of the rota-

tor. 
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Image 112  Alignment mechanism. 

 

There are two ways to align the FC-Set, a) with a total station positioned in the intersection of 

tube and elevation axis pointing to the FC-Set in autocollimation mode, b) with an alignment 

telescope mounted on the rotator. 

In the following there is described a possible alignment method. 

 

This method requires a total station placed in the intersection of tube and elevation axis and a 

target mirror aligned and centred with the rotator axis. For the positioning of the total station a 

cage is mounted on the interface of the baffle of the tertiary mirror tower, the access to the cage 

is realized from the inside of the tower. The exact alignment of the total station is carried out 

with the aid of reference points with known position distributed over the inner surfaces of eleva-

tion ring and trunnions. 

Once the total station is aligned the offset of the rotator axis with the optical axis can be deter-

mined in normal operation. The orientation of the rotator axis is controlled in autocollimation 

mode. The target mirror and the corner cube reflector are held by a machined support which is 

centred in the instrument attachment flange of the rotator. In the annexes A 5 and A 7 initial 

rotation and offset are determined reducing overall misalignment due to gravity when the tele-

scope tube is moving. 

This alignment procedure was successfully applied during the alignment of the attachment 

flanges of focal stations D and G and hence would also be valid for aligning the FC-Sets. The 

risk of this method is that a big part of the work is realized with the primary mirror under the 

working area. A tool or the corner cube reflector for referencing falling down would wreak 

havoc. 

Note: The alignment and mounting of the FC-Set will be carried out by the manufacturer which 

has to facilitate also the support for the target mirror. The necessary measurements for the cor-

rect positioning will realise GRANTECAN, S.A. with own equipment. 
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Image 113  General arrangement for aligning the FC-Set to the optical axis. 
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8. COMMERCIAL COMPONENT LIST 

The commercial components listed below are for guidance only. The definitive components 

shall be selected during the detailed design. Small parts like spring plungers, index bolts or spe-

cial adjustment screws are not listed. 

 

 

Instrument Rotator 

Nº Component Model Details Quantity 

1 Rotator Bearing 

Rothe Erde 

Preloaded customized 

crossed roller bearing 

Dext=1024mm 

Dint=820mm 

H=81mm 

1 

2 Rotator Motor 
ETEL Torque Motor 

TMB0990-050 

Continuous Torque 3530Nm 

Peak Torque 6650Nm 

Water cooled 

1 

3 Encoder Heidenhain ERA 780C Optical Encoder System 
2 Heads 

1 Tape 

4 Brake Ringspann DH 10 FPM 
Tangential Brake Force 

300N 
4 

5 
Limit Switches / Abso-

lute Switch 

Telemecanique Osis-

witch XCMD2117L1 

Limit switches with single 

roller lever, absolute switch 

with double roller lever and 

two positions 

2 + 1 

6 Hydraulic Damper 
Numatics M24 - NC-

EB1,0 
 2 

 

 

Cable Rotator 

Nº Component Model Details Quantity 

7 General Cable Chain 
IGUS E4/Light 

14240.17.135.0 

Aout=194x84mm 

Ain=168x62mm 

L=4618mm 

1 

8 Specific Cable Chain 
IGUS E4/Light 

14240.12.135.0 

Aout=151x84mm 

Ain=125x62mm 

L=4618mm 

1 

9 Rail Guide Table 
INA MKUSE25-ZR-

GTR1/8 

L=2385mm 

(without heads) 
1 

10 Rail Guide Motor 
Danaher Motion 

DBL Series 

With resolver and holding 

brake 
1 
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A&G-System 

Nº Component Model Details Quantity 

11 Probe Arm Motor 
Newport 

RV120HAT 
- 1 

12 Linear Positioning Stage PI M-505 
50mm range 

1μm accuracy 
1 

13 Cable Chain 2600.07.063.0 

Aout=91x50mm 

Ain=75x35mm 

L≈880mm 

1 

14 Turn Table Bearing 

Rothe Erde 

Preloaded custom-

ized crossed roller 

bearing 

Dext=780mm 

Dint=580mm 

H=62mm (88mm 

overall) 

1 

15 Gear rim - Z=219; m=3 1 

16 Reducer 
Bayside Stealth 

RS60 

Ratio=50:1 

Backlash=6arcmin 
2 

17 Motor 
Danaher Motion 

DBL2H0080 

Rated 

Torque=0,72Nm 

Rated 

Speed=4500min
-1

 

With brake 

2 

18 Encoder 
Heidenhain ERA 

780C 

Optical Encoder 

System 

2 Heads 

1 Tape 

19 Limit switches 
Telemecanique 

XCM D2102L1 
With roller heads 2 

20 Hydraulic Damper 
Numatics M24 - 

NC-EB0,15 
- 2 
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9. MASSES AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
 

In the resume below the masses and moments of inertia of the FC-Set are listed. 
Static Part   

Component Mass [kg]  

Case 127  

Brake units 16,8  

Rotator Bearing (outer ring) 78  

Windings 111  

Motor Fixing Ring 8,4  

Total 341  

   

Rotating Part   

Component Mass [kg] Moment of Inertia [kg·m2] 

Rotator Bearing (inner ring) 71 13,35 

Inner rotating structure 65 10,6 

Magnets 25 5,1 

Magnets Fixing Ring 10,7 1,93 

Outer rotating structure 110 28,6 

Cable Chain Slot 155 56,3 

Rotator Cable wrap 64 24,6 

Turn table bearing (outer r.) 45,8 6,2 

Turn table bearing (inner r.) 34 3,5 

Gear rim 13 1,3 

Turn table motors 3 0,36 

Turn table motor reducers 11 1,32 

Turn table 37 1,09 

Turn table tower 22 0,26 

Optics 12 1 

CCD controller boxes 6 0,42 

Turn table cable wrap 5 0,67 

Total 690 157 

   

Turn Table   

Component Mass [kg] Moment of Inertia [kg·m2] 

Turn table bearing (inner r.) 34 3,5 

Gear rim 13 1,3 

Turn table 37 1,09 

Turn table tower 22 0,26 

Optics 12 1 

CCD controller boxes 6 0,42 

Turn table cable wrap 5 0,67 

Total 129 8 

   

Total without Instrument 1031 157 

   

Instrument (maximum values) 1000 200 

   

Total with Instrument 2031 357 

 

Table 26  Masses and moments of inertia of the FC-Set (see also A 9). 
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10. ANNEXES 
 

Files 

Nº Title Date Comment 

A 1 FC-Set_dimensional_Model Jun 2008 
File folder with Pro-Engineer dimen-

sional model. 

A 2 FC-Set_06.2008.db Jun 2008 
ANSYS data base of the complete 

instrument rotator. 

A 3 Turn_Table_Bearing.txt Jun 2008 
Read input for ANSYS of turn table 

bearing. 

A 4 AttachmentFlangeFC.txt Jun 2008 
Read input for ANSYS of elevation 

ring interface. 

A 5 Errors_grav_def_FC-Set_80kg.xls Jun 2008 

Excel sheets containing al the calcula-

tions of the gravitational deformations 

for an 80kg instrument with cog at 

500mm from focal plane. 

A 6 Errors_grav_def_FC-Set_540kg.xls Jun 2008 Like A 5 but with 540kg instrument. 

A 7 Errors_grav_def_FC-Set_1000kg.xls Jun 2008 Like A 6 but with 1000kg instrument. 

A 8 
FC-

Set_Fabrication_Mounting_Errors.xls 
Jun 2008 

Excel sheet with fabrication and 

mounting errors. 

A 9 Masses_moments_inertia_FC-Set_1.xls Jun 2008 

Excel sheets with lists of masses and 

moments of inertia of the different 

rotator components. 

A 10 FC-Set_Sketches_06.2008.dwg Jun 2008 Sketches from the FC-Set. 

A 11 Fabrication-sequence-TTT-v1.doc Jan 2009 
Possible fabrication sequence for the 

turn table tower structure. 

 

Catalogues and User Manuals 

Nº Title Date Comment 

A 12 Rothe_Erde_GWL_D.pdf - 
Catalogue from Rothe Erde for large 

diameter bearings 

A 13 TMB0990-050-XXX-data-v4-1.pdf Jun 2007 
Data sheet for torque motor from 

ETEL 

A 14 TM-handbook-c.pdf May 2007 Hand Book for ETEL Torque Motors 

A 15 
Angle_Encoder_ 

without_Integral_Bearing.pdf 
Sep 2007 

Brochure from HEIDENHAIN about 

angle encoders without integral bearing 

A 16 Ringspann_dh10fpm.pdf - 
Information sheet for brake from Ring-

spann. 

A 17 Osiswitch.pdf - Switch catalogue from Telemecanique 

A 18 DanaherServomotors.pdf Jul 2001 Motor catalogue from Danaher Motion 

A 19 Numatics.pdf Mar 2007 Hydraulic damper catalogue 

A 20 PI_M-505_Linear-Stages.pdf Mar 2006 
User’s Manual of the linear positioning 

stage for the focusing mechanism. 

A 21 Newport-rotation-stages-RV.pdf  
User’s Manual of the arm rotation 

stage 

 


